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column
one
Committee to begin
study of ACGFA
The ad hoc committee
assigned to study the structure
and selection process of the
Advisory Committee on General
Fee Allocations will hold its first
organizational meeting
tomorrow at 8:30 a.m.
The meeting will not be public,
according to Beverly Mullins,
chairman of the ad hoc committee and director of Equal
Opportunity Compliance.
The ad hoc committee was
formed as a result of a controversy earlier this month
about the absence of minority
and women representation on
ACGFA. It is to report its findings to University Provost
Michael R. Ferrari by May 23
for implementation by fall 1980.

Three SGA senator
positions still open
Applications for three vacant
Student Government Association senatorial districts will be
available at the end of this
week, Dana L. Kortokrax, SGA
president, said.
The Elections and Opinions
Board will interview applicants
for McDonald, Founders and
Ashley/Batchelder senators
next week, Kortokrax said. Applications will be available in
the SGA office, 405 Student Services Bldg.

inside

SGA elections

Board overlooks violations
by Mary Alice Henlges
staff reporter

A decision made last Thursday by
the Elections and Opinions Board not
to act on the campaign violations of
nine Student Government Association
candidates has resulted in the continuation of SGA at the University, according to several members of the
board.
Had the Elections and Opinions
Board disqualified the nine students,
there wouldn't have been a quorum at
the first SGA meeting, which would
have resulted in the automatic
abolishment of SGA, Kelly Gauer, a
member of that board, said.
One aspect of the decision was a
violation filed against Drew C.
Forhan, elected as student representative to the Board of Trustees, for
campaigning in the Union. Violations
also were filed against Thomas J.
Kiger, a candidate for SGA vice president, and Robert B. Phillips, a candidate for student representative to
the Board of Trustees, for the illegal
placement of campaign posters, said
Thomas M. Sample, a member of the
board.
Also cited were the violations of six
SGA senator candidates for failure to
submit forms for campaign expenditures. Sample said.
"HAD WE FOLLOWED every
regulation to the tee there would not
have been enough candidates to even
fill three or four lines on the ballot,"
Sample said.
"What we had to do was decide what
we meant by campaigning," Gauer
said concerning Forhan. Forhan
allegedly gave a friend a sample
ballot in the Union upon the request of
that person.
The board had informally decided to
disqualify Forhan, Kiger and Phillips
when Chris A. Geib, a member of the
Elections and Opinions Board, said
that if the board disqualified these
candidates, they would have to disqualify all candidates in violation of
election regulations.
"We were all too aware of the
adverse effect our decision was going
to have on SGA," Gauer said, adding
that the board tried to remain consistent in its decisions.

FEATURE - The Revue
takes a look at The Swan Club
and its upcoming performance
of "The Wizard of Oz."

weather
Cloudy, cold. High 46 F (8 C),
low 34 F (1 C), 20 percent
chance of precipitation.

ALSO, a question was raised concerning the presence of Thomas C.
Washbush, former student representative to the Board of Trustees, and
Michael D. Zinicola, former SGA
president, at the meeting.
Sample said that although there is
nothing in the constitution that forbids
their presence, several members of
the board were offended and intimidated by a statement made by
Washbush.
Washbush told the board that its
members were not familiar with the

workings of SGA or with the responsibilities of the student representative
to the Board of Trustees, Jennifer M.
Janes, a member of the Elections and
Opinions Board, said.
"I tried to point out some of the
realities their decision would have,"
Washbush said, adding that he does
not think he influenced any board
members in their decision.
SOME MEMBERS of the board
"asked me for my opinion and I gave
it to them," Zinicola said, adding that
he was present only at the beginning
and end of the meeting.
"They were leaning in a way that
Tom and I didn't think they should
be," Zinicola said, adding that there
seemed to be a general concensus to
"go along with the violations."
photos by Mark Oberst

Zinicola said he was disgusted with
"the pettiness of some candidates,"
and that those candidates were taking
the violations out of context. Zinicola
was referring to the violation filed by
Kiger against Forhan for campaigning in the Union.

Bodybuilding
keeps women
in shape

"We were a board and Tom
Washbush and Mike Zinicola should
not have come in," Sample said.

by Despina Kartson
staff writer

"IN MY OWN mind they (Washbush
and Zinicola) did not influence me,"
said Robin J. Reardon, a member of
the board.

Carmen Wanke is proving that
bodybuilding is not just for men.
The 4 foot, 11*^2 inch bodybuilder
has been working at bodybuilding
for nine years and has
measurements of 36-23-33 to prove
it.
Wanke, 29, is teaching a course at
the University in women's
bodybuilding. The class is held in
the women's weight room of the
Student Recreation Center.

"I had my mind made up," Reardon
said, adding that she did not think
Zinicola and Washbush should have
been at the meeting.
"I think that they helped us to
realize what the idea of the violations
would have meant to SGA," Chris A.
Helman, a member of the board, said.
"They threw insults at us," Gauer
said, adding that she resented
statements made by Zinicola and
Washbush. Washbush said the board
was not familiar with SGA, although
Gauer says she has been active in
SGA for more than two years.

"I teach breathing techniques,
and the girls must want to do it and
have a good mental attitude," she
said.
WANKE SAID the purpose of
bodybuilding is to get bodies back
into good shape.
"It took a long time for our
bodies to get where they are now
and it will take a long time to get
them into shape," she said.
Wanke added that bodybuilding
requires determination and
discipline.
Along with the weight-training
program, the bodybuilder stressed
the importance of maintaining a
proper diet, particularlyonehigh in
protein. She said she shuns the use
of drugs like steroids.

"WE DEALT with the violations at
hand with the interest of SGA and the
student body in mind," Gauer said.
Sample said he felt it would be wiser
to deal with the problems concerning
election procedures within SGA,
rather than abolish the organization,
adding that modifications in election
procedures will have to be made.
Gauer said the board acted in accordance with SGA's constitution in making its decision.
The board acted under Article IX,
Section A of the SGA constitution,
which states, "The Elections and Opinions Board will interpret or rule on
any additional problems that may
arise which would affect the validity
or fairness of the election."

Instructor Carmen Wanke (top right) assists Melody Taylor with one of
the many techniques learned during* the women's bodybuilding class
this quarter at the Student Recreation Center. Cathy Hermann (above)
looks toward the ceiling as she executes a lower-back stretch exercise.

SHE EATS eggs and fish to get
most of her protein and stays away
from greasy foods and sugar.
continued on page 4

Committee proposes reducing number of S/U options
by Kevin Settlage
staff reporter

The number of S/U options allowed
in four years at the University will be
reduced from 12 to four if the recommendations of the Faculty Senate's
Academic Advisory Committee are
adopted.
The committee reported to the
senate last week on three recommended changes in the academic

charter, including the S/U option S/U option. They (students) take their
reduction, a time change in deadline hardest courses S/U so if they get a
for dropping a course and a change in poor grade it doesn't count against
policy on repeating a course.
their grade point average," she said.
Patricia I. Buckwell, chairman of
the committee, said she hopes the
BY REDUCING the number to four,
senate will come to a consensus on the Buckwell said students will be forced
amendments at its meeting next Tue- to plan their schedules more carefulsday.
ly, choosing when they will use the
"I think we (the committee) feel fewer S/U options.
there has been a lot of abuse of the
Instead of using the S/U option to

avoid a poor grade in a class in their
major, Buckwell said, the committee
wants students to use the option as it
was originally intended: for trying
courses outside their major fields.
"The S/U courses were initiated...so the students could explore
outside their major area of study
without the penalty of a bad grade."
Buckwell explained.
Dr. Frank Baldanza Jr., chairman

of the Honors and Awards Committee, who took most of their difficult
said he approved of the recommended courses S/U from graduating with
changes for the benefit of honor honors, Baldanza explained. The
students.
*
senate devised a formula for
calculating honor's qualifications that
"THERE WERE too many students required students with more S/U
who didn't get honors because they courses to have higher grade point
took too many S/U courses," Baldan- averages, he added.
"Students didn't know about this
za said.
From the beginning, the Faculty formula and took some courses S/U
Senate wanted to prevent students
continued on page 7

Moore extends Symmonds' suspension period PricharcTs attorney to seek
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

President Hollis A. Moore Jr. has
extended the suspension of University
student James M. Symmonds until
the end of the quarter despite a
decision by the University Appeals
Board Friday to suspend him until
May 9.
In a written statement released
yesterday, Moore said, "I am accepting the board's affirmation of
suspension but am extending the
period of suspension until the end of
the current quarter."
Symmonds, formerly of 303 Phi
Delta Theta, was charged by city
police on April 10 with one count of
receiving stolen property, (a

University key) and was suspended
from the University on April 11.
He appeared before the University
Appeals Board Friday concerning his
suspension, and a decision was made
then to continue his suspension until
May 9. The administration, however,
recommended at the hearing that he
be suspended for one year.
ACCORDING
TO
Moore's
statement, "Since the suspension was
issued under the provisions of section
3345.24, Ohio Revised Code, the
decision of the University Appeals
Board is advisory and not binding.''
But Reva Anderson, graduate
assistant in business education and
chairman of the Appeals Board, said
that until she met with Moore at 3:30
p.m. Tuesday, she thought the
Board's decision was final.
"The president's explanation is that

the suspension was issued under the
Ohio Revised Code," Anderson said.
The Appeals Board, however,
meets under the Student Code and
"there is a difference in where the
final authority (on a decision) lies,"
she said.
"UNDER THE Ohio Revised Code,
the president has the final decision,
while under the Student Code, the
Appeals Board has the final
decision," Anderson explained.
But Robert W. Maurer, attorney
representing Symmonds, said, "The
president has no authority whatsoever in going back and reimposing
the sentence."
After reading section 3345.24 of the
Ohio Revised Code Maurer said, "I
want an interpretation of the code
(from the University). I see nowhere
that the president can review the

decision-I don't see how he has the
authority."
Although he said he has not yet
received an official statement that
Symmonds' suspension was extended,
Maurer said, "When I get official
notice I will appeal his (Moore's)
right to do it."
Maurer said he will take the case to
Wood County Common Pleas Court,
rather than appeal it to the University
Board of Trustees as Appeals Board
procedure dictates.
The reasoning behind the
president's action, Anderson said,
was that "several weeks have already
passed in the quarter. His (Symmonds') quarter was already ruined.
To take a month out and expect him to
come back and meet all the
requirements was almost an impossibility."

suppression of evidence

Motions will be filed in Bowling Green Municipal Court concerning the
case of James T. Prichard, University student charged April 9 with three
counts of receiving stolen property, his lawyer, Robert H. Welly, said
yesterday.
At a pre-trial conference yesterday, Welly said he will file a motion
similar to one filed by John J. Callahan, the lawyer representing Carl,.
Thomas and John Bertrams and Timothy Peguignot.
On Monday Callahan Hied a motion to suppress evidence confiscated in
the March 17 search of his defendants' apartments by city police and
Campus Safety and Security.
But "more motions than the one similar to Callahan's will be filed in the
next couple of days" for prichard, Welly said.
He added that Prichard's ease ^ ^ continued May 9 when a hearing
will be held to decide on Callahan's motion.
Prichard, Pequignot and the three Bertrams brothers were charged in
the exam scam investigation with receiving stolen property, including
University tests, keys, a calculator, a vacuum cleaner and a chair.
Callahan said Monday that the officers exceeded their authority by confiscating these items, which were not listed on the search warrants.
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Those things in fife that just seem to go in circles
Some things in life have definite endings, and other things never end. And
still other things just seem to keep going in circles. These are called
cyclical things.
I'm not sure where cyclical things
come from, but I am sure that spring
is the big season for them.
Many business students, and certainly most journalism students are
looking for internships this summer.
The theory goes that unless you work
an internship, the chances of getting a
job post-graduation are substantially
reduced. However, to get a good internship, most employers require
practical experience. But the reason
for working an internship, or so I
thought, was to gain practical experience pre-graduation.
"Well, Gary, your clips from the
campus newspaper look pretty good,
but 1 see from your resume that you
haven't had much practical ex-

council to a sub shop scandal. Now,
I'm just looking for more practical experience."
"But if you had practical experience, we probably could hire
you."

focus
Gary Benz
staff reporter

"BUT THAT'S why I want to be
hired, to get practical experience."
"Look, the campus newspaper is
"THAT'S WHY I'm applying here, fine. But it just doesn't give you the
practical experience you'll need to
to gain practical experience."
"But we offer a high quality intern wcrk here. How the heck can you exprogram. It's challenging and highly pect to be qualified to work here and
demanding. There's no way you can learn practical experience unless
expect to walk in here, raw as a you've already had some practical exmilkbone, and gain practical ex- perience? Jesus, you probably
perience with us unless you already wouldn't be able to recognize practical experience unless you've had
have some practical experience."
"But that's what I'm here for, to get some already."
"Let me get this straight, unless I
that practical experience. I've
already put in a year at my campus have practical experience, I'm not
newspaper. I've got two books of clips. qualified to gain the practical exI've covered every thing from city perience I might receive from your inpenence.

ternship?"
"Precisely."
"But how am I supposed to gain that
initial practical experience?"
"I'm not your guidance counselor, I
don't know. But I will tell you, you
can't expect to get an internship
unless you already have some practical experience."
"And I can't get the experience
unless I work an internship."
"Probably so."
"Thanks."
THE OTHER day, when it was 87
degrees outside, everyone was walking around in shorts (or cutoffs).
"You like these new denim cutoffs I
just got? Set me back 10 bucks."
"They're great."
"By the way, how come you never
wear cutoffs?"
"I hate wearing shorts. Well, wait,

no actually I like wearing shorts, but I
hate wearing them unless I have a
sun tan."
"And you can't get a suntan unless
you wear shorts."
"Right."
SOMETIMES, cyclical things can
get quite complicated and often lifethreatening.
"I'm telling you, Sherm, if you don't
stop smoking, you're gonna kill
yourself."
"I know, I know. But what can I do?
You know me, I'm high strung, I need
something to fidget with."
"Well, I don't know, you're playing
with a potential powder keg that's
threatening to blow you to Venus.
Have you ever tried chewing gum instead of smoking?"
"YEA, I DID that a few years back

and got so many cavities 1 had to get
dentures."
"Well, substitute eating for smoking."
"Did that too. But I blew up like a
nuclear warhead, gained 40 pounds."
"Well, you certainly have a problem. But if you don't stop smoking
you'll die."
"And if I eat or chew gum, I'll eventually die."
"Yep, guess so."
I GUESS then, the bottom line is
this: cyclical things are worse than
cancer, they'll either ruin your career
or they'll kill you. But if they kill you,
then your career is ruined, and if your
career is ruined then you'll probably
want to kill yourself.
Aside to Anne at the Post: I would
tell you a Slim Whitman joke, but
that's redundant.

opinion
Bush, Kennedy still
in presidential race
Political writers across the country have been saying for
about the last month that the contest for the presidential nomination is a two-man race. But Tuesday's upset victories by Ted Kennedy and George Bush in the Pennsylvania primary has added a sense of mystery to the
nomination process.
President Carter's carefully-timed political moves
against Iran have aided him in chalking up primary victories. But even Carter's new get-tough policy with Iran's
government couldn't get the voters in Pennsylvania to support him. Americans are tiring of Carter's political exploitation of the 50 hostages. Many want Carter to face the
issues head on instead of campaigning from the White
House.
Kennedy enthusiasts have been calling for him to abandon the race and save embarrassment. Despite adverse
publicity and the memories of Chappaquiaick and his
brothers, Kennedy has stayed in the battle. Kennedy has
been faring well in the primary popular votes, but he
severely trails Carter in tne delegate count.
Likewise, the inarticulate Ronald Reagan has been rolling toward the Republican presidential nomination. Bush's
victory in Pennsylvania partially may be explained by
Reagan's blunders in taking one side of an issue one week
and the opposite side the next week.
Bush and Kennedy were counted out of the presidential
fray long ago but their Pennsylvania resurgences are
reflective of the country's mood. Carter is sinking in
popularity polls and Reagan's lack of a stand on the issues
has cast doubts about his competency.
It appears as if the country is desperately searching for a
president and none of the candidates appeal to the majority.
Although the June 3 Ohio primary will not make or break
any of the contender's candidacies, it will be interesting to
see if this state's Republicans will opt for the reactionary
Reagan, the relatively inexperienced (at least politically)
Bush or the comparatively liberal John Anderson. The
Democrats must cnoose between the incumbent Carter and
Kennedy.
These questions will not be answered in Ohio until early
June, but it's obvious that Kennedy and Bush haven't abandoned their efforts at becoming president - at least not yet.

respond
If you would like to comment on something in the News or anything of
student interest, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and telelphone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to reject letter or portions of letters that
are in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hall.
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Major banks take turns raising interest rate
WASHINGTON-Almost every
evening on the news the anchorman
announces that one of the major banks
has raised its prime interest rate. But
if you watch carefully, it's never the
same bank two nights in a row. One
evening Cronkite will say, "Chase
Manhattan Bank today raised it's
prime rate to 18 percent." The next
evening he'll announce, "The First
National Bank of Chicago has increased the prime to 18 1/2," followed by a
further bulletin the next day that,
"Citibank said today it will now
charge 19 percent to its favored
customers." You can assume that if
one major bank raises the interest
rates all the others will follow suit.
Has it ever occurred to anyone that
it's always a different bank that takes
the lead in raising interest rates every
night? It has to me.
I have no proof of this, but I
wouldn't be surprised if the major
banks have a deal with each other so

"LET ME check the schedule. No, it
says here it's Citibank's turn. If you
recall, we raised it last Thursday."
"Citibank said the man who raises
the prime at their main office has the
flu and was wondering if your guy
would announce the raise tomorrow
and they'll raise it when your turn

comes around again."
"I'd like to help them out but I think
it would look bad if we were the first to
raise it two weeks in a row. Did you
call Irving at Irving Trust?"
"Yes. He said he was playing golf
tomorrow and couldn't do it."
"WHAT ABOUT one of the Rigg's
Banks in Washington."
"We thought about Rigg's, but the
problem is if one of the the major
banks doesn't announce the first increase, the public might not take us
seriously."
"On the other hand, if we don't stick
to the schedule we could have two major banks announcing a rate increase
at the same time-or worse no one will
announce a price rate increase that
day, and we'll all be in the soup."
"I agree with you. I think we should
tell Citibank they have to raise the
prime when it's their turn, or get out
of the banking business."
"WHILE I'VE got you on the phone,

the Continental Bank of Chicago failed
to raise it's prime yesterday after
Morgan Guaranty announced they
were raising theirs."
"Those dirty rats. They're trying to
make us all look bad. I think we should
report them to the American Bankers
Association."
"My thoughts exactly. Their excuse
is they missed the evening news last
night and didn't know Morgan
Guaranty had raised it."
"That's malarkey. They know we
raise it every day."
"I wouldn't put it past them. Continental never was a team player.
Well, it's been good talking to you. If
Citibank gives me a hard time about
raising the prime tomorrow, I'll call
Gerry at Wells Fargo. He's been
screaming that his bank hasn't been
the first to raise interest rates since
last summer, and his customers are
starting to think that Fargo has lost its
clout."

followed the correct procedures
should be awarded their rightful gain.
Of course, since the rules weren't
followed, I thought of a new one. All of
my votes should count twice.
Secondly, I question one of the
voting procedures - not allowing oncampus students to vote for offcampus senator candidates. Doesn't
it make sense that since a large

number of on-campus people will be
living off-campus next year, they
should be allowed to vote in that
election.
Thirdly, when I went to SGA's
offices to discuss these matters with
Sheryl L. Creed, chairman of the
Elections and Opinions Board, she
wasn't in. She hadn't been in and
wasn't coming in. In light of all of the

flack that has been going on, it would
be nice to have someone answer the
questions raised.
What I want to know is: How did
this whole mess happen and why, and
shouldn't it be corrected?

focus
Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist

one bank won't take all the flack for
upping the prime rate every night. I
suspect there are conversations going
on like this every day.
"Hello, George? Ed here at
Manufacturers Hanover. I believe it's
the Bank of America's turn to raise
the prime tomorrow."

letters.
Defeated candidate
asks for explanation
The
Student
Government
Association's election results seem to
be up for debate now since the
campaign violations have been
brought into the light. I am an intimate factor in this because I was
running for an off-campus senator
position. I felt I could do a decent job
and even billed myself as a common
sense candidate.
Unfortunately I came up a bit short.
But that is trivial compared to the
way the thing was run. If the elections
are vital and if the people who claim
this are sincere, then the issues must
be fully reviewed.
There are a couple that don't
exactly make sense to me. First, how
can you play by some of the rules and
not by the others. If a person did not
file correctly, or campaigned wrongly
then that person should be dismissed
as the rules dictate. The ones who

by Garry Trudeau
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briefs.
International group forms

Loan exit interviews required
All students with National Defense-Direct Student Loans, Nursing Student Loans, or Student Development Loans who are graduating or leaving
the University after winter quarter 1980 should contact the Student Loan
Collection Office at 372-0112 to make an appointment for an exit interview.

The International Relations Association, a group interested in promoting international understanding, is forming. For information or applications, contact the political science office.

Ice cream social

International Coffee Hour

St. Aloysius Church, 150 S. Enterprise St., will hold an ice cream
social today at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are 75 cents with games and sandwiches
available. ( Sandwichesare not included in the ticket price).

In today's events for International Week 1980, there will be an International Coffee Hour in the Browsing Room, Union, from 1:30-3:30 p.m. with
University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. as host. The 7:30 p.m. lecture by
Raul Manglapus has been postponed until May 20 because of his other
commitments.

ERA march in Chicago
A coalition of more than 170 women's groups, churches and labor unions
is sponsoring a march for Equal Rights Amendment ratification in Illinois
on May 10. For details on transportation to Chicago, call the Women's
Center at 372-2281.

'Feminism' discussions
Women for Women is sponsoring two ongoing discussion groups this
spring. The first is "For Women: Feminism In Female/Male Relationships," which will be held Fridays (beginning tomorrow) noon to 1 p.m. in
the Living Center, Home Ecomonics Building. The second, "For Women
and Men: Communication and Feminism In Female/Male Relations,"
will be held Mondays 4:304 p.m. beginning Monday and will be in the Living Center.

Dance Club meeting
The Dance Club will meet today at 6:30 p.m. in 105 North Gym. All interested students are welcome.

Program draws French students to campus
by Dan Davis

exams, Hoskins said. Case discussions offer the best exchange of ideas
because "they (the French students)
bring a different perspective to the
case," he added.
One course all the students take is
Orientation to U.S. The course is
team-taught by 20 University professors and includes lectures and
discussions on U.S. politics, history,
economics and sports.
The French students must pay state
tuition fees, standard room and board,
and travel and personal expenses to
participate in the exchange, Hoskins
said.
"And they are able to offer a
number of intangible benefits to the
University," he added.

. Question: What has 156 legs and
speaks both French and English?
Answer: The French student body
at the University.
The 78 French students attending
classes at the University are participating in an exchange program
between the University's College of
Business Administration and The
Higher School of Business and Administration in Nantes, France.
Dr. William Hoskins, University
professor of marketing and director of
international programs in business,
said, "The exchange is especially important for our business students
because it is less common for them to
travel abroad and study. The program
"THEY WILL participate in Interthus offers exposure to French ideas
and attitudes through classroom and national Week and they're always
willing to go over and spend an hour at
social association."
the French house. Students in the past
EACH FRENCH student enrolls in two years have performed a cabaret
12 hours of classes and must par- show and have formed a soccer team
ticipate in case discussions, make that traveled to area towns for
presentations, write papers and take games." Hoskins said.

Yann Le Diraison, a second-year
student from the Nantes school, has
found the city to be quite a change.
"It is a little town," he said, "and it
is not the weather I expected. I expected snow."
Le Diraison said that in France he
attends a three-year school with an
enrollment of about 300 students. No
major is chosen until the third year.
"OUR UNIVERSITIES are not all
in the same place. The dorms are far
apart, and it is difficult to get to know
other students," he said.
Le Diraison lives in Compton dorm
with an American roommate, which
he said "helps to create interaction."
One of the things that he has found
similar in both countries is the music.
"In France, 90 percent of the music
is American on radios. We listen to
disco and rock such as Pink Floyd and
Supertramp."
ONE OF THE big differences Le
Diraison has discovered is eating
American food. "I have been eating a
lot of surprises. I take things and find

it is not what I expected.
"American students in courses
aren't as relaxed as French
students," Le Diraison addgd. "They
are more attentive."
The exchange program is now in its
third year, but for the first time the
University will send students to
Nantes to study this year.
Hoskins said, "25 to 30 students,
some with no French-speaking ability,
will spend five weeks studying in
France.
"Students will take nine hours of
classes and will have the opportunity
to stay in dorms or with French
families. "All of the courses will be
taught in English, but students will
still experience an intense cultural
immersion, especially if living with
French families," he added.
Hoskins said that enrollment in the
program can be as late as May 15, and
that interested students should contact him.
"This program can be accepted as
part of the total enrichment of the
school," he said.

\Support the BG News Advertisers
THINK ABOUT IT!
The following COOPERATIVE EDUCATION POSITIONS
ore still ovoiloble for summer quarter:

Vadar invades
Darth Vadar (Dave Ulepic, Junior information systems major) Invaded
campus yesterday to promote the Space Spectacular all-nighter Friday
at the Student Recreation Center. The schedule ot events includes
demonstrations ot karate and aikldo, games and tournaments, dancing,
a movie and the Swan Club's performance of "The Wizard of Oz." The allnighter, scheduled as a part of Lil' Sibs weekend, will start at 7 p.m.
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Position Number
1.

Local Business Enterprise; Marketing Co-op,- S560-680/month

2.

Commercial Agricultural Research; Research Technician; S6°4.407month

3.

Cleveland Area Park System; Stable Asst., Public Information Co-op, Graphic Design Co-op.S520/month. first assign. $560/month. second assign.

6.

Lorge Steel Company, D.S. in engineering, moth or science.- Master's or Ph.D. in Operatons
Research. Management Science, or Quantitative Ousiness Analysis.- i 1.000/month

7.

Secret Service Organization, Plont Protection Co-op.- i600/month

8.

Locol Research Firm,- Chemist Aid,- i840/month

9.

Major Notional Retailing Corporation, Management Troinee, ony major; $585-630/month. plus
commission

10.

Convalescent Center,- Assistant Nurse, Medical Technician, or Gerontologlst; $840/month

11.

Federal Government Agency, Trolnee-engineering and industrial hygiene,- S 741.66 to
$833.33/month

13.

Service Ports Group,- Graphic Coordinator.- $8007month

14.

Federal Government Agency in N.W. Ohio; Claims Representative,- Any Motor: $772.80/month
to start, S864/month after 6 mo.

15.

Mojor Toledo Areo Corporation, StudentTroinee in Acct.; S850-°35/month. depending on yeor
in school

16.

Cleveland Areo Corporoton; Technical Writer; $1,057/month

For More Information Call or Stop Dy the:

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM OFFICE
220 Administration Building

372-2451

M

12:30 p.m -CUISINE AND CONVIVIALITY,
REVISITED"
Food connoiseur and BGSU history teaching
fellow Ted Forsberg will review food spots in
Toledo during his annual presentation Commuter Center, basement of Moseley Hall

6 30 p.m -"SMALL CLAIMS COURT IS IT A
BIG DEAL?"
Peler Halleck, referee for the Bowling Green
Small Claims Court, will discuss the general
procedures of the court He will also site examples of past cases and focus on landlordtenant problems. Campus Room, Union.

6:30 p.m "KEEP THOSE WHEELS ROLLIN "
HPER professor Robert Beard will present a
slide show on bicycle trips and safety lips.
Beginning at 7:30 p.m. American Youth
Hostel touring leader, Jeff Yeager, will donduct a bicycle maintenance and repair
workshop BYOB-- Bring Your Own Bike and
tools- because there will be time to ask ques
dons and work on your own bike Cosponsored by the Student Recreation Center
Racquet Room. Student Rec Center

7.30 p.m-'FACE UP TO IT"
Judl and Brad Zwelllng from The Sun Hut will
weigh the pros and cons of artificial tanning
Chuck Patterson. F & M Distributors In
Toledo, will talk about make-up buying tips
and the basic differences between retail and
wholesale stores Alumni Room, Union.

TVmSBAV

8:30 p m -"ARE YOU IN GOOD HANDS?"
Dr Darwin Close, professor of finance and in
surance, will focus on auto insurance-the different types and what to watch for A ques
tion and answer period about all types of insurance policies will follow 110 Business
Administration.

11 a.m.-t p.m.-'THE S6 BILLION SELL"
This short film, produced by the same people
who publish Consumer Reports magazine.
will be shown continuously. Side Door.
Union

7:30 p.m.-'TRAVEL: FOR THE RICH ONLY?"
Hawaiian music and a short movie will
highlight this presentation by Marsha Chapman, travel coordinator for AAA Domestic
fares, flight insurance and basic traveling
tips such as how to pack a suitcase will be
presented. Alumni Room, Union.

4:30 p.m.- "DON'T LET FREDDIE FRAUD
YOU" '
Attorney General's office representative and
supervisor of the complaints division Marsha
Muske will discuss consumer protection, in
eluding the Consumer Frauds Hotline Muske
will focus on the services the Attorney
General's office can provide for the Individual
consumer Gish Theater, Hanna.
6:30 p m "BE YOUR OWN MASTER,
CHARGE IT!"
Barbara Lardmias from the Toledo Credit
Bureau will discuss establishing credit, the
tightening credit situation and how to obtain
credit cards

Consumer
Awareness Week

Participants at aach workshop and
lecture will receive a raffia ticket
good for one chanca at tha 10-speed
The more workshops and lectures
you attend, tha better your chancas
of winning.
Tha wlnnar will be drawn during Happy Hours on Friday.
Tha actual blka which will be given
away la on dlaplay In tha lobby of tha
Union.

Is Sponsored By The
^- Student Consumer Union
a3^
405 Student Services
aC laV

372-0248
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Folk singer speaks out

Denver says solving hunger will take united effort
President Carter's Commission on
World Hunger has recommended
Saying he wants to be "a catalyst to that:
• The United States make eliminaget people to start thinking a little bit
beyond themselves," John Denver tion of hunger the primary focus in its
stressed recently that sensible and relationship with developing coununited action could soon bring an end tries;
to world hunger.
• The director of the International
Denver was contacted by the News Development Cooperation Agency be
in Kansas City, Mo., where he was on given Cabinet-level rank;
the third leg of a national concert tour
• The United States devote a greater
to promote his new RCA album percentage of its gross national pro"Autograph."
duct to developmental assistance (not
About 15-20 million people starve to security or military assistance) for
death each year and millions more, poor nations:
including many Americans, are
• The United States officially remalnourished, he said.
nounce the starvation of civilians as
But, he noted, "We really do have an instrument of war; and
the wherewithal to end hunger. This
• More money be provided to
planet actually produces twice enough domestic hunger programs that have
food to feed the entire population of demonstrated success.
the world."
Denver said he generally approves
by Erin Morris

bodybuilding

of the Commission's report. "I don't
think it's the answer - but it's a good
step forward."
He said he doesn't think that the
drive to balance the federal budget
should undercut the proposed hunger
reforms.
"It's an opportunity to start cutting
out on all the deadbeats and on the
bureaucracy where it's not affecting
positively the way that we live," he
said.
"We're in a situation where we're
thinking about going to war because of
gas-not because we don't have as
much as we need but because we don't
have as much as we want.
"If that's a possibility in regard to
energy and gas, what's going to happen when it gets down to food?" he
asked.
The singer-activist agreed that

"BODYBUILDING WITH power is
building muscles in the body;
weightlifting is sheer power," she
said.
Wanke has divided the class into
three groups: for those who want to
firm and tone, for those who want to
build muscles and for those who want
to lose weight and then firm and tone.

Although he said he has never been
one to shrink from controversial
issues, Denver added that he appreciates the fact that the goal of
eliminating hunger is one most people
can agree with-even if the ways of
reaching the goal are in dispute.

She said it is very important to lose
fat before building muscles. During
the class, she asks students to keep a
record of everything they eat. She
plans to suggest diets for those who
want to lose weight.
Some of Wanke's students said they
are taking the class for their own
physical fitness.
CATHY HERRMANN, a senior
business student, said Wanke is a
perfect example of what bodybuilding
can do for women.
"She's a good person to motivate
you. She's strict, but very nice," said
Renee Wilson, a senior retailing major.
Gloria Jones, a sociology graduate
student, said she wants to tone up, but
also wants "to come to grips with

bodybuilding in my own mind."
The six-week long course meets
Tuesdays and Thursdays, +€ p.m.
WANKE SAID the women will start
showing improvement in their bodies
by the end of the class. But she added,
"Everybody's different. It might take
a year for some to show a definite improvement."
Throughout high school, Wanke was
involved in gymnastics. She heard
about bodybuilding and decided to
give it a try because "the body can
stay youthful," she said.
For one-half hour every morning,
Wanke does sit ups and other exercises.
She said she enjoys exercising in the
morning because "it gets the blood going and you just feel great."

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
+ m®. ffc m mew iMttie! J
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3rd Place Basketball Marathon

*

J
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♦Congrats to Cindy Baker*
t
Marathon Queen

{
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said, adding that an art therapist helps guide the patient
out of depression.
Krueger, who has been working on the program for two
Art therapy is a young profession, about 30 years old,
and is concerned with using art as a means of understan- years, said "Depressed people have difficulty thinking,
but when they are involved in art, it encourages discusding and changing behavior.
A bachelor of science degree in art therapy, the first sion, socialization and interaction.
undergraduate degree of its kind in Ohio, has been ap"BECAUSE OF the relaxed atmosphere of artistic inproved by the Ohio Board of Regents for the University,
teraction, the art experience tries to capitalize on social
according to program director Dvora Krueger.
It is being offered by the College of Health and Com- interaction," she added.
The program involves about 20 students and is exmunity Services through the School of Art.
Art therapists work in the treatment of mental pa- pected to accommodate more. Because of the sensitive
tients, retarded, gifted children, drug addicts, the elderly nature of their work, art therapists are required to complete a variety of curriculum courses, Krueger said.
and convicted felons.
Course work includes 79 hours in studio art; 25 hours in
"ART THERAPY is designed to encourage self- behavioral sciences; and courses in education, special
disclosure and verbalization through art, Krueger ex- education, philosophy, gerontology and home economics,
as well as an art practicum experience.
plained.
The art therapists' professional affiliation, the
"We are not concerned with techniques of art instruction like color, lines and texture; rather, we want American Art Therapist Association, has begun Art
metaphors or symbols that will help describe the person's Therapy Registration, a program designed to encourage
professionalization in the field, Krueger said.
problem," she said.
The program is similar to the American Medical
Art therapists do not diagnose problems, but act in collaboration with psychologists, psychotherapists and Association and requires several years of experience,
other medical personnel in problem-solving, Krueger training and supervision before registration is granted.
by Joyce Null

The sisters of

ALPHA Off OMEGA

BUFF APARTMENTS

Congratulate their New Baby Lyres:
RENTING FOR SUMMER
SPECIAL RATES

Kerry Foldenhauer
Diane Hawkins

All utilities paid except electric

Judy McRitchie

air-conditioned
Phone 352-2915

Terri Woods

S
contraception, stress, exercise, smoking
New Neeai? Tip
Looks Like This
Ball Point Gddes Smoothly
Gives Best Pe'tcm-wi's

Looks hke This
Worn Point Distorts VUSK
Damages Record Groove
Forever

SALE ON NEW

STOP RUINING
128 N. Main & Wetttsr Stoat

WITH THIS COUPON
GOOD THRU

April 30,1980

DIAMOND

PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES

and relationships?

A: THE WELL, Room 220
Univ. Health Services Bldg.,
open afternoons, 372-0302.

'5 off
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THE
FALCON'S NEST
UNIVERSITY UNION
11a.m.-7p.m. Mon.-Thurs.
11a.m.-1p.m. Fri.
Choose One Of Our
Sandwich Suggestions
or
.Decide On Your Own
'Combination ot Deli
Meats & Cheeses
Served Hot or Cold

22E£

Friday Night
4 P.M. TO CLOSE

IRG&U
)N

Our Lake Perch
Special Is Back!
lake Perch Dinner,
choice of potato. «alad
bar * roll S butter.

DELI SANDWICHES

<nua:

"Somehow, a piece of music
touches some chords that are a little
bit deeper, perhaps a little bit more
the foundation of your life. And it can
cause you to start doing something."
Denver first gained national attention in the late 1960s when he was
chosen to replace Chad Mitchell in the
folk-heroic Mitchell Trio. He said the
group inspired him to become socially
and politically active.

Acknowledging that more than an
ideal is necessary for change, Denver
noted, "I have this feeling that no
matter how strong a program you
have or how much money you have to
spend on furthering it, if you don't
have the support of the people it's not

Q: Where can you drop in to talk about

RECORDS!

Despite his willingness to discuss
issues directly in public forums,
Denver said he still believes in the
power of protest songs.

Behavior studied through art therapy

(rom page 1

"For the first three or four weeks
you must take out all sugar (from a
diet), and honey is not accepted
either. After a while you can eat some
honey, but even some of the health
foods have sugar in them," Wanke
said.
She also said that a high protein diet
keeps the skin looking healthy.
Wanke said there is a difference between bodybuilding and weightlifting.

going to work. The best example of
this is the war in Vietnam."
He explained that he is giving interviews and press conferences
throughout the tour to help Americans
understand the extent of hunger and
what can be done to curb it.

American foreign policy sometimes
He deplored what polarization is doworsens, instead of lessens, hunger. ing to complicate world problems.
He attributed this, however, more to
"We've taken advantage of every
naivete and a narrow outlook than to
excuse possible-every reason we can
intention.
come up with-to separate ourselves
from one another.
As examples of resources that could
"It's become important whether
better be used elsewhere, Denver
pointed to the millions of dollars he you're Russian or American, comsaid the government spent on an un- munist or capitalist; Christian or Jew
needed superhighway in the Philip- or Moslem; farmer or businessman;
pines and to money paid to people in developer or conservationist; man or
other countries to use "perfectly good woman.
arable land" to grow flowers instead
"We've forgotten that we're all
of food.
human beings first," he said.

EVENING SUB SHOP
8-11p.m. Mon-Thurs.
Submarine Sandwiches
or
Our Individual 5Vt" Pizza
COLD BEER

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

FISH

coo $3.09

Hey, you.
the one with the nose in the
book. We missed you last night.
Shakespeare can wait but heaven
can't.

!
^ Come to Angel Flight Information Night
J tonight at 7:30
j
in Room 259 Memorial Hall.
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elsewhere
Wives, mothers of hostages seek European support
PARIS (AP) - In an attempt to
mobilize support for release of the
American hostages in Tehran, the
mothers and wives of four of the captives met yesterday with French
President Valery Giscard d'Estaing
in the first of a series of talks with
European leaders.
The French president expressed
sympathy over "the cruel and inadmissible ordeal" of the hostages and
promised to firmly apply decisions
made by Common Market foreign
ministers to reduce diplomatic missions in Tehran and impose a trade
ban if the hostages are not freed by
May 17.

The women will split up today for
missions to West Germany, Britain
and Italy, where they say they will try
to gain support for a massive letterwriting campaign by Europeans to
Iranian officials demanding the
hostages' release.
The relatives are Louisa Kennedy,
wife of hostage economic attache
Morehead Kennedy; Barbara Rosen,
wife of hostage press attache Barry
Rosen; Jeanne Queen, whose son
Richard is consular affairs officer in
Tehran; and Pearl Golacinski,
mother of security guard Alan
Golacinski.

KENNEDY, WHO flies to London to
meet with Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, refused to divulge the
substance of the meeting with the
French president. But she said she
now felt "we have European support."
Rosen is to meet West German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt; Queen,
with Italian leaders in Rome; and
Golacinski will remain in Paris.
The women spent nearly an hour
with Giscard d'Estaing in the ornate
Elysee Palace in central Paris.
"We personalized the problem a
great deal" and clarified aspects of
the hostage problem that might be

less clear to Frenchmen than
Americans," Kennedy said without
elaboration.
AFTER THE meeting, Giscard
d'Estaing issued a statement expressing "the profound sympathy and
solidarity of France, land of human
rights, for the hostages in the cruel
and inadmissible ordeal they have
been living through since November."

spokesman said.
The women, who represent the
hostage relatives' family Liaison Action Group FLAG, insisted they had no
plans to try to meet their relatives in
Tehran as did Barbara Timm, mother
of Marine Sgt. Kevin Hermening, the

youngest of the hostages held by
Islamic militants since Nov. 4.
IT NEVER crossed my mind," said
Kennedy. But the women said they
could not criticize a mother's desire to
see her son.

The speed with which the meeting
was arranged and its length showed
Giscard d'Estaing's desire to
demonstrate Europe's concern for
freeing the hostages, a French

Could begin production in 1982

Ohio may be site of first full-scale gasohol plant
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Plans for
construction of a $100 million plant to
produce ethanol for use in making
gasohol were unveiled yesterday by
Gov. James A. Rhodes and the companies involved in the project.
The facility will be built in South
Point by Ashland Oil Inc., Ky., and
Publicker Industries Inc., Greenwich,
Conn.
"The plant could be the nation's
first full-scale, coal-fired ethanol
plant," Robert T. McCowan, Ashland
Oil executive vice president, said.
When fully operational, it would use
about 24 million bushels of com and
180,000 tons of coal a year to produce
60 million gallons of ethanol annually.

Company officials said the amount of
ethanol produced would account for
about 12 percent of the production
goal set by President Carter.
HE HAS called for a six-fold increase by 1961 in the nation's ethanol
production, from 80 million to 500
million gallons a year for use in
gasohol production.
The plant is to be on a site Ashland
Oil acquired from Allied Chemical
Corp.
It will make use of several existing
facilities, including coal-fired boilers
equipped with needed environmental
devices and an intraplant railroad
system. As a result, company officials
said construction time would be

reduced by approximately three-anda-half years.
The plant is to begin operation in
March 1982 at 50 percent capacity.
COMPANY OFFICIALS said the
project would boost South Point's
economy by generating $100 million in
revenues by 1983. About 375 workers
would be employed during the construction period, McCowan said.
When operational, the plant would
employ about 150 persons full time
"and we hope that will continue to
grow," Rhodes said. Virtually all
workers employed at the plant will be
from the South Point area, the company said.
But officials offered no commit-

ment that the coal burned at the facility would be of the high-sulfur variety
v
mined in Ohio.
"We have no preference," McCowan said, explaining the decision
on coal supply would be made later. It
would be based on the price of the fuel
and compliance with anti-pollution
regulations, he said.
IN ADDITION to ethanol, the plant
would yield a by-product known as
distillers dried grain. It can be used as
a high protein feed supplement for
cattle. At full production capacity, the
South Point plant would produce 386
million pounds of the substance per
year, enough to support 160,200 dairy
cattle.

Davis-Besse's problem: It breaks when shut down
PORT CLINTON (AP) - A relay
switch apparently bumped during
construction at the Davis-Besse
nuclear power plant caused a
weekend accident that let 2,000
gallons of radioactive water spill, a
federal inspector said.

team including two additional inspectors sent from the NRC in Chicago.

The spilled water flowed under the
plant's reactor and onto a worker's
trousers. There were no injuries.
No one wants to take responsibility
for bumping the relay, Reyes said. He
Inspector Luis Reyes said, the acci- said that as a result of the accident
dent's cause was investigated by a procedural changes were being made

that will in the future prevent the
water from flowing into the sump area
under the reactor.
ROGER BUEHRER, a spokesman
for Toledo Edison, which operates the
plant, said the water will have to be
i emoved from the sump area before
the plant can be restarted.
He said he does not expect that will

add to the time the plant will be closed
for refueling and repairs.
The nuclear power plant, which was
taken off line April 7, is scheduled to
remain down for about 10 more weeks.
BUEHRER confirmed that one
worker at the plant had some of the
slightly radioactive water splashed on
his pants, but said the man was not
seriously contaminated.

AP photo
Penthouse Pet ol the Year Cheryl Rixon rolls on despite the legal battle
developing over her appearance in the magazine. Penthouse has started
legal action against Eastman Kodak because the film giant allegedly refused to return 524 ol the 3,500 slides Penthouse sent to be processed. Kodak
claims that the photos not returned to the periodical are lewd.

presents

x*

THE CRUSADERS

Joe Sample Wilton Felder Stix Hooper
9

Guest Artist

Randy Crawford
8:00p.m. Anderson Arena May 3,1980

And we roll back ticket prices to an anti-inflation:
$6 Bleachers & Reserved
$5 General Admission
Tickets go on sale at Union Ticket Office (1st floor)
9:00 a.m. FRIDAY APRIL 25.
Also available at Finders & The Source
No Food, Beverages or Smoking in Anderson Arena
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classified
LOST » FOUND
To the girl who took my dark blue
jacket Thurs. night at Uptown
please return the keys In the pocket
to On Campus mailbox 0843. It's
vital.
Lost keys In vllclnity of library, on
silver key ring. Lost Fri. about
Sum. 3S2-7WS.
Found Abandon All-Pro bicycle.
Call to describe, la-lira.

HIDES
Ride needed to Indiana Univ. or Indianapolis area. Will help with gas.
Call Candy 352-3138.
RIDE NEEDED to ROCHESTER
or SYRACUSE weekends of April
25 8. or May 2 Call Todd 2 5434
SERVICES OFFERER
Western

Ifthe

Reserve

Screen

Print

(WRSP). a Cleveland based Co. &
Alvln Carr offers BG the best
T-shirts tor the lowest prices.

nextdoorisno

mnfi-no^next door, you can still
XX LdLXX ILL rzA
V~d_H • longer

352-8503.
Pregnancy Aid & Understanding.
EMPA. 353 7041 8, 152 2143.

whisper sweet nothings in her ear.
Just pick up the phonetThen pour your heart out, long
distance. It's a nice way to keep a burning love hot. (Or to
rekindle an old flame.)
Say all you want about absence making
Jthe heart grow fonder. You'll soon
discover that the best
thing for a
long-distance
relationship is
long distance.

Same Day Typesetting Service On
Most Jobs. Bring Us Your Reports,
ndexes. Manuals, Forms, Programs, Bulletins And Resumes. 41
Type Faces Available. Call The
Flatlands Trader Newspaper:
M2-MW.
Abortions to 15 weeks. Lowest
Fees Call Akron Women's Clinic
toll tree. 1100-3«2-9150.
TROYBILT

roto-tllling

Tie one on April 26 with an SAE Lll

Student Court Is now accepting ap

CLEVELAND

Sltl

plications for Fall 1979 w Appllca
tlons can be picked up in Room 405
Student Services. Applications

$3.50-$9.00 per hr. College Painters,
Inc., has over 60 positions avail, for
exterior residential work. Inter
view sessions will be held at 1:00j
every Saturday beginning May 10
at College Painters, inc. 13020
Drexmore. Cleveland, OH 44120

DU BIKE RACE MAY Hill
The Best Night of Spring Quarter
will be had on April 26 at the PHI
MU SEMI FORMAL!
"THE MOO IS HERE!"
BG Guides are TOUR lllc! Come
loin us. Campus tour guides Irrlor
mation sessions April 29 II:30.
1:30, 3:30. Campus Room, union.
What's the next best thing to being
In Hawaii? Being at a Beta Lil' Sis
Tropical Rush Party! Tonight at
1:00 at the Home. Sea You There!
Pink means I Love You--call
372 2343 May Day. May Day.
"Polynesian Pig Banquet, ALL
CAMPUS, SEE AO THIS ISSUE"
FASHION BUG has the largest
selection of swimwear in town!
Traditional suits as well as French
cut maillots & string bikinis-prints
& solids, starting at Sv.79. Bobble
Brooks, Sassalrass, Robby Len «.
more.
The Student Rec Center Is sponsor
ing a free bicycle maintenance a.
repair clinic. Wed April 10th, 7 30
pm in the Racquet Room. Bring
bicycle I. tools!
TIE ONE ON
TIE ONE ON
TIE ONE ON.

EXPERT TYPING AVAILABLE
AT REASONABLE RATES
CALL CAROL AT 152-7305.

"Here's your last chance to
become Involved in a tun & rewar
ding organization. Angel Flight In
formation Night tonight at 7:10. 259
Memorial Hall. Bt Therel

F. needed to share apt. next year.
$94 mo. A elec. 2 bath, dishwasher,
I bIK trom campus Kim 354 1593
1 or 2 F. rmtes. needed 90-11 sen.
yr. 6th St. Apts. Call Judy 2 1722 or
Betsy 2-1299.
I M. needed to Summer sublet ef
lie apt. Great location, 124 E
Wooster. AC, Avail, lor first or se
cond 5-week summer school ses
sions, or for entire summer. Free
rent for the exchange of a lew
hours a week or writing. Must be a
I I. rmtc needed for 80 81 school
yr. Own bdrm., I blk. from cam
pus SI 15 mo includ. utll. Call
352 7904.
1-4 girls needed to summer sublet
house. Avail, after Spr. Otr. 2
bdrms. Price negotiable. 328 N.
Prospect Call 352 1239 or 352 6263
Qtr. Call Debi at 352 6297.
1-3 F. rmtes. needed Sum. Qtr.
'Hampton House Apts. Rent
depends on * of rmtes
Call

3524075.

1 F. rmte. needed Sum. Qtr. Own
bdrm. $60 mo t. util. 311 N. Pro

ALPHA XI DELTA
ALPHA XI DELTA
ALPHA XI DELTA

M rmte needed lor 80 81 school
yr. $100 mo. call 372 5542.
1 or 2 M. or F rmtes. needed lor 1
bdrm. apt. lor Fall Qtr Call John
152 7689

DU BIKE RACE MAY 10"

Call Tim at 352 5471.

F. needed to share apt. with I P. A
2 M. next yr. Close to campus.

All interested girls, Alpha Epsilon
Pi Lil Sis Rush. Tuesday, April 22 8.
Thursday. April 24 at S pm.

372 4829 or 372-1169.

Congratulations Curly & Cricket on
your Phi Psi pinning we're just as
surprised as you were! The Phi Psi
Brothers.
DU BIKE RACE MAY 10!!
Keither Thanks tor the ride. Let's
try it again-next time with gas.
Your car pushing id sis Shannon
Deb R. We know you care about us
& we're glad you do. Zeta love.
"X".
The Pink Panther Returns to the
Student Service Forum, Saturday
at Midnight.
'THE HOG IS COMING!!"
Alpha Chi s got Beta Fever!
DU BIKE RACE MAY Hit
The PHI MU Beta team can't be
beat on May 3. Go PHI MU BETA
■UMMERII
"Polynesian Pig Banquet, ALL
CAMPUS, SEE AD THIS ISSUE"
Flea Market-April 2a & 27, hours:
»•». Jr. Fair Fldg, BG. Free ad
mission JDyer SO dealers.
Congratulations Arnolds on your
Most improved Squadron Award.
Angelove, the Angels."
Hey, Alpha Delta PI where
Frankie & Annette started out, the
Phi Psl's wll finish right, 8. parly
all Friday night! See ya there! The
PHI Psl'i.
To the Swans, Cygnets & Patty,
tonight is the night we will see the
culmination of our efforts Let's
make It a big splash! Good Luck!
Love, Pebble.

TACOS A MAGUERITE' NITE AT
UPTOWN
Friday, April 25. 4-7:30 pm. tl.OO at
the door, all the Tacos you can eat.
OLE'11
DU BIKE RACE MAY 1011
Sigma Chl's, The Xis are psyched
for a primo pledge day tea! Hope
you're ready lor a spectacular spr
ing quarter party. Love,
Sisters of Alpha XI Delta.

The

Will Had a great time Saturday
night. Hope tomorrow Is even bet
ter. Tloerl Love, Sandy.
Happy Birthday Cindy and Kath
Have a Great
Janene A M.B.

Day!!

_

Summer Jobs: Girl Scout resident
camp near Defiance, Oh. is seek
ing a pool director, pool staff A
general counselors. Contact Camp
Director, Maumee Valley Girl
Scout Council, 1 Stranahan Square,
Toledo, Oh 416041 419 243 8216
Student with car lor yard work
Call 686 4527 aller 8 pm
RESUME TYPESETTING
i or 2 pages $15.00
Includes 20 Iree copies 352 1S18.

Grinnell Bros piano 352 5271 exl.
784, ask for Rusi.
___
1972 Ponfiac Lemans. Good cond.
$500. Call 823 5621
'73 Catalina PS, PB, AC. clean,
8 track, call Kevin 7 30 10 30 pm,
352 8158. $805. Runs on reg gas
Advertise Your unwanted Items
For Free In The Flatlands Trader
Newspaper. Pay A Commission
Only II Your Item Sells. Call
352 1538, 75,000 Readers Weekly.
Garage Sale 801 8th St this Fri.,
Sat. & Sun. 10 6. New backgammon
games, pool cues, socket sets A
more Used tires, clothes & misc.
items.

spect. CALL Jeannle 354 1175,

RESUME TYPESETTING
I or 2 pages SI 5.00
Includes 20 Iree copies 152153a.
Customized T Shirts, Jerseys &
Sportswear. Group rates for date
parties, hall parlies, fraternity &
sorority. Low Cost. Fast Delivery.

Scott Just wanted to say Congrats!
I'm proud. Love, M.A.

.__

good writer. Call 352-1239.

1 F. rmte. needed V i blk. from
campus. S90 mo. 354-1198

"THE HOG IS COMING!!"

"THE HOP IS HW I"

•For lowest rales, use your Student Billing n or direct dial

WANTED

JOBS:

(216) 752 6000. Write or call lor application.

Forget them not I UAO May Day
F lower Sale U Mall April 2110 30

PERSONALS

vnao

WFAL rocks at Renee's. Monday,
April 20 is your chance to parry.
Take the Renee's bus there a. back.
Dm* soaclals oil nfnt.

1 or 2 F. rmtes needed for Sum.

done.

Please call Mike a** 3423 or Ed
454-4553... between 11 pm

must be In by May 5, 1900.

SUMMER

Love yal

Congratulations to the Alpha Delta
Phi basketball champs-we knew
you could continue the tradition! L

F. rmte. lor 8081 ich. yr. Call
352 0992 Leslie.

F. rmtes. needed lor house. Sum
mer Qtr. ONLY. Across trom
Dlno'S. 4 bdrms. Call 352 7768.
2 or 3 M. or F. rmtes. for summer &
8081 school yr. Very reasonable
rent. Call 352 3745.
Roommate needed, close to cam
pus. 352 4279. ask for Rob.
Summer:

3 people needed lor 3

bdrm. apt. 1 blk. trom campus.
Low rent, all util. pd. AC. 372 5767.
RESUME TYPESETTING
I or 2 Rages $15.00
Includes 20 Iree copies 352-3518.
1 F. rmte. needed lor 80-81 school
yr. Call 352-1725.
M
rmte. lor 80 81 school yr.
University Village apts. Close to
campus. Call Kev 352 9275 or
Kev/Randy 2 5346.
Rmte. needed. $125 mo. 8. deposit.
Util. paid. Ph. 354 1466.
F.

rmte.

Spr.

Qtr.

$110 mo.

FOR RENT
Apt to sublet. 1 bdrm. unfurn. $300
Sum. Util. includ. close to campus
354 1057 after 5 pm
Apt. tor rent. 2 bdrm. turn. Utll. pd.
352 2356,
Room for rent. $100 mo. 957 N. Pro
spect. 354 1545, call between 57
pm
824 Sixth St Modern, 2 bdrm apts
AC. Now renting lor summer. $400
& elec. lor entire quarter. Call
352 5161 or 352 4966.
2 bdrm. unlurn. apts. 4 man, 9V3
lease, $310 mo. I yr. lease, $260 mo.
Includes heat A cooking. 352 4380,
641 3rd St. »4.
2 bdrm. apt Univ. Village. AC,
Summer through next year. $234
mo 352 1453.
Apt

to sublet. Summer, turn., 1

bdrm.. University Ln., close. Lin
da,_352 1462 $185 mo. plus Utll.
SUMMER APARTMENTS
I , BLOCK OFF CAMPUS FALL A
SUMMER LEASES, 2 BDRM.
FURN 352 4671, ASK FOR TOM
1 bdrm apt. avail, immed. Quiet,
convenient to campus, shopping &
park $190 mo. 352 6992, 7 am II
pm,
all 7th St. lorn. 2 bdrm apts. A
util. turn, except elec. Silverwood
Bldg. Summer or Fall. John

A L, Winter Pledges.

1

Alpha Delta PI A The Phi Kappa
Tau basketball marathon a winning combination 11

Maurer Green Apts. Call 352 7842.

Newlove Real Estate. 352 6553

I F. rmte. needed for 80-81 school

2 turn, houses avail, for summer. 3

yr. Own bdrm. & I blk. from cam
pus. 8115 mo. Includ. utll.

bdrm.. close to campus.
352-7163 alter 5:30 pm.

Happy Birthday Kurthie
Happy Birthday Kurthie
Haopy Birthday Kurthie

1 F. rmte needed for 80-81 Fall
Qtr. University Village Apts. Call
Shane 372 4788.

Apts.. houses & rooms. Near cam-

Congrats to Chri & Russ on their
Alpha gamma Delta-Delta Tau
Delta pinning. Love, Your Alpha
OBITI Sraltfi.

LEW LEW LEW:
PLEASE LET ME OUT OF THE
OARAGE GARAGE OARAGE.
WHAT IS BG'S BEST?? Ttll US
your favorites in the EAR'S entry
blank A have a chance for a Source
mug from WFAL.

HELP WANTED
Need neat, personable people over
21 lor wallress/waiter positions
Car pool avail, from BG. Call
BOGARTS. 1 599 5781 after 7 pm.

pus. Summer rentals
Reasonable rates. 352 7365.

Call

only.

Summer turn. 2 bdrm. apts. 521 E.
Merry near Offenhauer Towers.
$400 entire summer. John Newlove
Real Estate 352*553.
Summer leases. 2 bdrm. turn. $390.
2 bdrm. unfurn. $350 for complete
summer 352 4380 641 3rd St. H.

Pt. time positions-waitress A
waiters, must be avail, from 7 am
to 2 pm. Apply in person. Corner

2 bdrm. unfurn. 9 mo. lease $310
mo. 12 mo lease. $260 mo. Close to

Kitchen. 183 S. Main.

campus. Call 352 4380.

rseewooeoeeoeoe

The brothers of AZ<t> announce
their new 80-81 officers:

ALL-CAMPUS

}

INTERNATIONAL
HERITAGE POTLUCK
FEATURING

i
\
l

ONE WHOLE POLYNESIAN PIG
BRING A COVERED DISH OR PAY $2.75

J

FRIDAY, APRIL 25th

President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Recording Sec./IFC Rep.
Corresponding Sec.
Rush Chairman
House Marshall
Scholarship
Sgt. at Arms/Lil Sis Advisor
Social Chairman
Activities
Prud. Comm.-lnternal
Prud. Comm.-External
Alumni Chairman
Associate Editor
House Mgr/Florida Fling Chmn.
Kitchen Steward
Athletic Chairman
Pledge Educator

Bob Thomas
Joe Jardine
Angelo Pontello
Mark Burton
Mike Baldridge
JimSteger

Lil Sis Officers:
President
V.President/Sec.
Treasurer
Lil Sis Rep
Social
Pledge Trainer
Publicity
Historian

Lori Hoffman
Debbie Kajfez
Barb Blocksidge
Lauren Dansey
Tracy Schnapp
KitanhaGarrett
Linda Coduto
Pat Jardine

Rick Vendt
Mike Gardner
Bob Less
Bob Idzakovich
Doug Baker
Steve Evanko
John Keefer
Karl Meyer
Jeff Hendricks
Ricky Gonzalez
Ken Bennett
John Ramirez

Spring Pledges:
Dan Prieru
Chiris Martin

6:30 P.M.
IN THE COMMUTER CENTER

|

CALL 2-0360 FOR FURTHER DETAILS

\

Turner Church
Jeff Reichman

Congratulations to the old officers
on a Job well done!
leOBOBHBBOQBOOOOeeW

FOR RENT
SUMMER
APARTMENTS
I CALL:
ALBERT NEWLOVE
352-5163

Preserve
the
future.

Take stock in America
huy I'.S. Savings Bond

stocL
in^pierica.

S/U option

Clinic offers abortion counseling
by Kathryn A. Coll
assistant copy editor

Last year about 200 University
women chose to have an abortion, according to John Ketzer, Health Services administrator.

"WE WILL probably discuss concerns about abortion proceedings,
birth control, relationships and fears
they have had," she said.
Marshall said that "The Well is not
pro- or anti-abortion, it is just that
abortion is a reality and it does have
an affect on women who have had one.

In response to a need for postabortion counseling, The Well, 220
Health Center, is sponsoring an abor"We are more concerned with their
tion support clinic.
mental health than if it is right or
wrong," Marshall said.
The purpose of the group, according
to Nancy Marshall, coordinator of the
Marshall stressed that The Well
program, is "to give an opportunity thinks it is important to have
for women who have had an abortion something like this for women who
the chance to talk about their feelings need to share their feelings about
and share them with other women their abortions.
who have had abortions.

"It will be a relatively open type of
ALL WOMEN react differently to
group. It will be up to them to decide an abortion, Marshall said. "Some
what they want to talk about.
(women) become depressed, some

are angry at themselves or their partners, some have a sense of relief or a
sense of loss and guilt. The feelings
can be positive or negative."
A rap session "will make the
woman more aware of her feelings, in
turn this would help them understand
their feelings and deal with them.
"Women who wouldn't want to take
part in the support group are welcome
to talk individually with any of The
Well advisers," Marshall said.
"Usually a lot of these emotions
subside as time goes on. It is just a
process they go through," she said.

plus n«v«r H*d It to food

HURRY AND
RESERVE YOURS NOW

M

Frazee Ave. Apartments

803 & 815 Eighth St.
-Two bedroom apartments
■Furnished: $200 & elec.

THURSDAY & FRIDAY APRIL 24 & 25
8-llp.m.
SIDE DOOR OF UNION

Willow House-830 4th St.
One bedroom apartment
■Unfurnished: $160 & elec.

$.50 admission

Green briar Apts-215 E.
Poe Rd.

FEATURING
THURSDA Y, APRIL 24

-Efficiency: $100
-1 bedroom: $150
-1 bedroom, AC: $225

FRIDA Y, APRIL 25

Ridge Manor-519 Ridge St.
■Two bedroom, furnished
-1 to 2 beople: $165
•3 to 4 people: $200

8:00p.m. John Church
8:00p.m. Reno Abbadini
9:00p.m. John Williams 9:00p.m. Dan Brahier
10:00p.m. Jerry Ruland
IJUU

Houses and
Duplexes Also
Available

10:00p.m. Karen Boulton

MAURERGREEN
REALTY
Call 3520717
or stop by
224 E. Wooster

«««i mi urn i.i.i innit.nn MJ.t.t.tJUUujji-«.«Jui.tJ.M.».«.«JuiJUUUL

1220 ROCKS

T Minus 1 and counting
x

SATURDAY

<

WITH THE BOYS
FROM CHI-TOWN

.ilk* to

FRIDAY
7 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Students Free With ID
Lil' Sibs-25c

Bring a 'lil' sib and invade the Rec Center

IN CONCERT:

* Apollo Roller Skating
35c per half hour or bring your own. Polyurethane wheels only.
Moon Runners Mixed Doubles Racquetball Mini Tournament.
Phaser Archery Skills Contest. Lasar Aikido Demonstration.
Bionic People Tug of War. Moon Walk for Cakes. Space Invaders Tournament, Black Hole in One Golf Shooting, Beat the
Time Machine Moon Race, Vapor Trail Shuffleboard Contest.
Anti-Gravitational Pyramid Building Contest. Venus Volleyball
Tourney. Klingon Karate Demonstration and much, much
more. Watch Friday's paper for a complete schedule.

* Pizza and Soft Drinks

The right perm can
meon 'carefree"
hair lor you. Stop
in for a consultation.
We can determine
the style and perm
best for you.

*lt Came from Outer Space
10:30 and 12:30 in

\^k

Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m.-d p.m.
Friday 8 o.m.-4 p.m.

Tomorrow, April 25

9a.m.-3p.m.

.the
ARRANGEMENT
123 E. Court

516 E. Merry Ave
•Two bedroom apartment
-Furnished: $200 & elec.
Unfurnished: $190 & elec.

LOCAL TALENT NIGHT

CARE
FREE
HAIR

Saturday

1980 Summer Rental
Complexes:

-Two bedroom
-Furnished: $200 & elec.

Bt.it a

AND CONGRATULATES
BROTHER SCOTT JEFFERS
ON BEING ELECTED
UAO DIRECTOR AT LARGE

- We Have The Place For You -

yrrrrm m rrnrrrnri 11 win 111 II 111111 in 111111» i r»» II i inn trt,

Office Hours 9-12 1-5 Mon.-Fri.
Evenings by appointment call 352-9135
We vyjll be open J
Sat. April 26th 10-3
Office at 400 Napoleon Road

SPRING PLEDGES

"One argument (against the
change) is that some students haven't
had a midterm by the fourth week, but
they (students) should have some
knowledge of the course," he added.
The third proposed amendment
would allow a student to repeat a
course indefinitely, but with the
stipulation that only the credit hours
and quality points from the first
registration be dropped from the accumulative grade point average.
THE ACADEMIC charter now
allows a student to repeat a course.
Each time he can drop the previous
grade from his grade point average.
It is not clear what action the senate
will take on the amendments,
Buckwell said, but added that she has
received "several letters from faculty
chairmen in support of the S/U option
change."

DON'T STRETCH YOUR
NECK LOOKING FOR
APARTMENTS

FT—

for 2Vi months in the summer

PHIL KOESTER SHAWN BRUIN
LARRY HANNON

"THAT (the S/U three-week option)
is really a problem in the Registrar's
office as far as handling the number of
changes," Buck well said.
Last fall quarter the Registrar's office converted 6,792 courses to S/U.

The second recommendation would
change the deadline for dropping a
class with no penalty from the end of
the second week to the end of the
fourth week.
The present period from the third
week to the end of the sixth week that
allows the professor to assign a W/F
or W/P would be eliminated and an
automatic W/F would be assigned
after the fourth week.
THIS CHANGE is for the benefit of
the students, Buckwell said. The
students will be given a longer time to
decide to drop a class and not have it
on their records.
"By the time a student has been in a
course four weeks they really know
how much work is expected of them,"
Buckwell said. "Then they should
decide if they should stay or drop the
course and concentrate on their other
classes."

DOUBLE DOUGH on any size
PIZZA regardless of valid coupon
used on
£~^\
Thursday
p|2l8Pe,,0'S
only at Fast
:
Delivery 352-51 66

SWIMMING POOLS
LAUNDRAMATS
MOST UTILITIES PAID
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

DAVE HOMAN JOHN WEALS
MARK CHENETSKI

that they really didn't need to," and as
a result missed the honors list, he
said.
Also included in this first amendment is the elimination of the threeweek period at the beginning of the
quarter that allows students to change
a course from a grade credit to a an
S/U credit. Under the new amendment, the decision to take a class S/U
only can be made at the initial
registration for the course.

pf\ f*f* f°r the asking

NORTH-SOUTH-SUMMIT
TERRACE

BETA THETA PI
PRESENTS
NEW ACTIVES

from page 1

The first session of the abortion sup"You can imagine what a hassle it
port group, which is open to all is. It has been a very difficult adwomen, is Monday. For futher infor- ministration problem," Buckwell admation call The Well at 372-0302.
ded.

WINTHROP
APARTMENTS
for
SUMMER or FALL

April 24, 1980 The BG News 7

352-4101

Appointment not always necessary
We use and recommend <*9PKtL/l\LIN products

9:00p.m.

Joe E. Brown Theatre
Free Admission
Sponsored by
Active Christians Today

\\ SRC SPACE SPECTACULAR
noicfall*
Pi'.*orlto S Pill*
Th« ClOC*

BGSU

•*• A»«n*

Uhl"v

Address
Winners need not be present.

8 The BG News April 24. 1980

sports,
Akron

Falcon netters
by Joa Menzer
staff reporter

Bowling Green overcame some
sporadic tennis play to down Akron,
7-2, in a men's tennis match yesterday
at the Robert H. Keefe Courts.
"We played very spotty tennis," BG
coach Bob Gill said. "We played just
well enough to win. Of course, I would
be happy if we could play just well
enough to win all of the time."
Barry Conlan, Dave Epstein and
Steve Corey all cruised to easy
straight set wins to secure BG victories at second, third and fourth
singles. Andy Cantrell's hard fought
6-4, 5-7, 6-4 conquest of Akron's Jeff
Adam in sixth singles gave the
Falcons a 4-2 edge going into doubles
play.
BG losses were at No. 1 singles as
Akron's Chris Wilcox defeated Bud
Ve tter, 6-4,6-4, and at No. 5 singles as
Mike Zekas lost to Dennis Nally, 6-4,
4-6,6-4.
BG THEN swept all three doubles
matches as they continued the
remarkable doubles play that has

Last year Vetter and Ferguson were
become their trademark this season.
Conlan and Cantrell defeated paired with each other at second
Akron's Wilcox and Chris Harris 6-2, doubles while Epstein and Corey
1-6, 6-3, at first doubles while Epstein made up the third doubles team. This
and Vetter destroyed Adam and year Gill decided to switch Corey and
Julian Gutierrez 6-4, 6-2 at third Vetter and the results have been excellent.
doubles.
Vetter and Epstein have posted an
Corey and Bob Ferguson, both
fighting to reach an evening class in 11-2 mark at third doubles this year
time, rolled over Mark Davis and Nal- and Corey and Ferguson have played
ly 6-2, 7-€, but failed to complete the consistently well at second doubles.
match quickly enough to attend class.
"I'D HAVE to say right now that
Corey has now won the last six singles those two combinations are more
and doubles matches he has played in. compatible (than last year's)," Gill
Gill once again was pleased with the said. "Some teams wonder if that
way his doubles teams played, but ad- (Vetter and Epstein) isn't a stack in
mitted that BG "needs to play a little our lineup but then they watch us play
more authoritative singles down the and never question it."
stretch."
The Falcons, 7-11, travel to Ohio
University this weekend for a
"STEVE (Corey) played weU to- Quadrangular with OU, Wright State
day," Gill added. "Barry Conlan has and Mercyhurst. Gill expects the OU
improved his service return im- match to be very close.
mensely in doubles this last month."
"I look for a 5-4 match one way or
The interesting thing about BG's the other," he said. "My hope is that
outstanding doubles combinations the match will come down to the
this year is that they are almost the doubles. I know we can play doubles
same as last year when winning in but we'll see if we can sustain in a
doubles was a rarity for the Falcons. tough Mid-American situation."

BG softball team gets back on track
by Geoff Haynes
staff reporter

slafl photo by Bill Brown
BG first singles player Bud Vetter hits a forehand shot in yesterday's match against Akron
University at the Robert H. Keefe Courts. Vetter lost his match 6-4, 6-4 to Chris Wilcox.

2-1.
Earlier in the year, BG split a twinbill with WSU, 2-6, 5-3, at Warren E.
Steller Field.
WSU, 22-7, took the opener on an
eighth inning Marc Brown RBI single
to right, scoring George Moore, who
had singled and advanced to second
on a walk to Greg Hill.

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES
835 High St
Now Renting for Summer
• Special Rates*
Indoor Pool & Party Room
Ph. 352-9378

Senior Jim Logsdon (0-1), took the
loss for BG. Logsdon came on in the
seventh in relief of starter Myles
Shoda, who was removed after running into some control troubles.
Safties were few and far between in
the second contest as the two squads
combined for nine hits, BG winning
that battle, 5-1.
Freshman Scott Stella went the
distance for BG in his first collegiate
start. Stella, who walked two and
struck out six, is 0-1. Dave Lochner
(5-0), was credited with the victory for
WSU.

I The Resume Machine®

I
I
I

Typeset Resumes
In 4 Hours
352-3538
20 Free Copies
With This Ad

I
I
I
I

BG basketball
awards given
Members of the 1979-80 Bowling
Green basketball team were
honored at the Basketball
Appreciation night held at the Elks
Club Lodge Saturday night.
Rosie Barnes and Mitch
Kopystynsky received plaques for
having served as co-captains of the
team.
Coach John Weinert also announced the award winners for this
season as voted by the players.
Freshman forward Colin Irish was
selected as the Most Valuable
Player. Irish was third on the team
in scoring with an average of 12.9
points per game, first in rebounding
with 8.2 per game and first in field
goal percentage with a .536 mark.
Barnes was the easy winner in the
voting for the Best Defensive
Player. Consistently assigned to the
opponent's best player-guard or
forward-Barnes led the team in
steals with 65.

^•••••••••••••••••••**
Spring SpecialJoin before May 1 and pay only $25 for 20 visits

THE TANNING CENTER
at Hat Unlimited
143 W. Wooster 353 - 3281

J CONGRATULATIONS 5
*
TO THE NEW
*
*
OFFICERS OF
*
*
PHI KAPPA PSI

*
Pres.: Jeff White
*
V. Pres.: Mark Seidel
Treasurer: Mike Bennett
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i
Corr. Sec: Jeff Rowley
*
Rec Sec: Jon Fisher
*
Chaplain:
Dave Brussee
*
*
AN AWARD WINNING MUSICAL
Messenger: Scott Morrison
*
*
*
Historian: Reiner Mueller
*
*
Sgt.
At Arms: Mike Fishbaugh *
May 18, Hanna Theater in Cleveland
*
Social: Chip Camiscione, Steve
*
$20 fee due upon sign-up
Curliss
Membership: Dave Brussee, Jeff +
covers transportation & ticket fee
*
*
Rowley
+
*
sign-ups are being held now in UAO Office.
CONGRATULATIONS TO OLD j
*
*
* ^OFFICERS FOR A JOB WELL DONElJ
For more info, call 372-2343
***********************-^**-******i
*
**••••••••••••••*•••••*

A CHORUS LINE'1

i

ning when a Cleveland State single
broke up Garrison's domination.
CSU got its first run in the fifth, but
the Falcons were able to match that in
their half of the inning when they
again took advantage of Cleveland
throwing errors to move back on top,
2-1.
A stellar Falcon defense gave Garrison all the help she needed to win her
second game of the year. Garrison
had to rely on a stab by third baseman
Ellen Cathers to get her out of trouble
in the sixth inning, when CSU had two
runners on base.
"We now know that even if we let a
runner get on base, we can still keep
them from scoring," coach Kathy
Bole said.
Bole will take her charges to participate in the Mid-American Invitational tournament this weekend
before preparing for the state championship tournament the following
weekend.

sports briefs

Baseball team drops pair to WSU
DAYTON -- Bowling Green's
baseball team lost both games of a
double-header to Wright State, yesterday.
The Falcons, 7-17, took the Raiders,
the nation's fourth-ranked Division II
team, to extra ii.nings before dropping a 5-4 decision in the opening game.
BG also fell short in the latter contest,

Kathy Spencer's two out single in
the bottom of the sixth inning scored
Julie Fritz giving Bowling Green a 1-0
victory over Ohio Northern University, yesterday.
The Falcons edged Cleveland State,
2-1, earlier in the day.
The Falcons closed out their home
schedule with near-perfect fielding
and strong pitching to win the contests, raising their record to 7-10.
The sixth inning, which has been the
Falcons' most productive all year,
was when BG hitter Julie Fritz drew a
walk and moved to third on a fielder's
choice and an Ohio Northern error.
Spencer delivered the gamewinning shot past Ohio Northern infielders to bring Fritz in for the run.
"I've really been in a slump lately
and I was hoping it would come
through," said Spencer, who played
the game with an injured shoulder.
Spencer's RBI complemented her

strong fielding performance in the
game.
The Falcons got a strong pitching
performance from freshman pitcher
Patty Konczak, who limited ONU to
just four hits. The win raised Konczak's record to 5-2.
In the first game against Cleveland
State, a stingy Falcon defense that
committed only one error and turned
over two double plays, shut down the
visitors on only five hits off pitcher
Laurie Garrison.
"I HAD total confidence in
everybody back there," Garrison
said. "All I had to do was put the ball
over the plate and I knew they would
help out."
Garrison got help in the second inning when BG jumped into the lead.
Maryellen Carey rapped a single and
later scored when the Falcons took advantage of a Cleveland State throwing
error.
The nearly 5' 1" Garrison had a
perfect game going until the fourth in-

t

Freshman Dave Greer was voted
the team's Most Unselfish Player.
The 5'9" point guard averaged four
assists per game, second on the
team to Barnes, despite averaging
less than 18 minutes per game.
Coach Weinert concluded the
evening's program by announcing
the co-captains for the 1980-81 team.
Junior Joe Faine and sophomore
Marcus Newbern will lead the
Falcons as they bid for the MAC
title.
Faine and Newbern ranked first
and second on the team in scoring
this year with averages of 16.5 and
13.0 points per game. Faine led the
MAC in free throw percentage this
year and finished 17th in the nation
in that category with a .866 percentage. Newbern was second on the
team in scoring, steals and free
throw percentage.
The Falcons had their winningest
season in 18 years this winter,
compiling a 20-10 record while
finishing second to Toledo in both the
Mid-American Conference regular
season race and in the first-ever
MAC Post-Season Tournament.

ABORTION
TOIL FREE

9 a.m. ■ 10 p.m.

i-8oo-43fl-flQaa

Ryan earns
MAC honor
Bowling Green senior Kevin Ryan
has been named the Mid-American
Conference track athlete of the week
for his performance in the Ohio
Relays in Columbus last weekend.
Ryan, the 1978 MAC cross country
champion, won the 1,500-meter run
in the Ohio Relays in a time of 3:50.4
and ran a leg on BG's victorious
3,200 relay team.
Ryan has been running well since
the end of the indoor season. He
finished seventh in the NCAA
Championship in the mile last
month. He ran a 3:47.3 in the 1,500in
the Florida Relays. He has some
outstanding times as a member of
several different relay teams. He
ran a 3:59.2 mile, anchoring BG's
9:31.32 distance medley relay in the
Texas Relays, the second sub-four
minute miler.
Ryan ran relay legs of 1:49.1 for
800 and 3:45.3 for 1,500 in the
Dogwood Relays earlier this month.

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
READ THE BG NEWS

BROOQALE STABLES
14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio

TRAIL RIDING,
HAYRIDESAND
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Swans aren 't all wet
As the University Swan Club
prepares to make a big splash
with their water ballet, presenting
the story of the Wizard of Oz, one
has to pause and consider what a
water ballet is and how such a
thing was ever conceived.
It must have been an accident
that caused the original idea for a
water ballet to surface. Perhaps
the Initial idea was spawned
when a primitive cave dweller
saw his beloved mate unintentionally lose her footing while
washing the animal skins down
by the river and slide into the
swift current.
If she was a graceful Individual, brilliantly realizing the
situation warranted a bit of
thrashing around and a call to her
mate, her plight might have been
observed by those on shore as a
culturally
significant
breakthrough.
OF COURSE, when her mate
tossed her a rock with a vine tied
to it and told her to hold on while
he pulled her in, the entire scene
was probably ruined.
However, the Idea had been Introduced, and no matter how
waterlogged the first performance was, the future of the
water ballet had nowhere to float
but upward.
Naturally, water ballets were a
success, due to the fact that they
were so easy to create. All that
was needed to produce a water
program was to add water, a fact
that probably explains why water
ballets never caught on in desert
country.
HOWEVER, as the years pro-

@y3 ©ff tosy§
By Bart Porter
grossed, water ballet became a
more complex type of show to
present.
Eventually the technical difficulties were washed out and
water ballets became popular activity to perform In swimming
pools, such as that which existed
in the heart of the bygone
Natltorium; may It rest In peace.
Since 1939, the Swan Club has
faithfully presented water programs for the entertainment of
the University community and
residents of the city.
ALTHOUGH ALL of the past
programs were not as elaborate
as this year's ballet, many received favorable comments from
famous personalities, Including
Mr. Limpid and Charlie the Tuna,
who complimented the originality
of the club.
In fact, the club has been so
diversified that one year, it Is
rumored, a water opera was attempted. Unfortunately , the Interference of the water with the
singers' voices made the effort
less than pleasurable, not to
mention the fact that seven
members of the orchestra almost
drowned during dress rehearsal.
BUT SERIOUSLY FOLKS, this
year's endeavor by the Swan

Club, commemorating their 40th
anniversary, should be an interesting program to observe.
The Wizard of Oz is an unusual
theme for a water ballet, because
It presents strange and difficult
problems for those involved. For
example, how will the swimmers
keep the Tin Man from becoming
a permanent structure on the bottom of Cooper Pool? And how
will they prevent that same
character
from
rusting
throughout the entire performance?
Needless to say, it should prove to be Interesting to see how
the Wicked Witch of the West
maintains her semi-human form,
since It was water that caused
that old broom-holder to melt at
the end of the motion picture.
The main thing to remember
about the water ballet version of
the Wizard of Oz is that It is supposed to be different from a motion picture adaption of the
storybook tale.
There are many land-bound
stunts used In motion pictures
that are impossible to perform in
the water. On the other fin, there
are probably many more original
stunts presented in the water
ballet rendition of the tale that
could never be achieved in a motion picture, despite any claims
made by Esther Williams.
There is only one other question for which I have no Inclination to provide a plausible
answer. For those who are close
friends or relatives of the performers, what words can they express to wish the theatrical swimmers good luck? Break a flipper?

Feline's efficiency expressed
by Frank Rlzzo
THE SOLAR CAT BOOK by Jim Augustyn & Hildy
Page Burns. Published by Ten Speed Press, Berkeley,
California. 96 pages.

LOOKING FOR
ALTERNATIVE
RADIO?
WBGU offers it 24 hours
o day beginning
FRIDAY, APRIL 25th
Watch for
program guide

Chapter One
CATS AND TM SUN

Cats love the sun They have been
closely associated with it since
ttme began

Here at last, is a book that everyone has long been
waiting for: a scientific guide that cats can appreciate.
This misguided handbook provides an outrageous
look at solar energy from the viewpoint of a wellinformed cat. Its main objective is to impress upon
humans how cats are energy-efficient creatures and
that no home is complete without one.
Illustrations by Hildy Page Burns throughout the
book demonstrate the qualities of cats that make
them desirable as pet power plants.
Possessing heat-absorbant fur and self-cleaning
capabilities, cats are shown to be excellent solar
cells because they also need little servicing (fust
food and kitty litter) and their operation is almost
worry-free for their owners, with the exception of
fleas.
A FEW DRAWINGS depict marvelous powerproducing proposals such as giant cat-whisker windmills, solar cat electric batteries, hot-water tanks insulated by imitation cat fur and cat-shaped metric
gasoline storage tanks.
The text laughingly contrasts methods of sun-ray
The opening to The Solar Cat Book: "a scientific
collection used by human devices with those prefer- guide that cat* can appreciate."
red by cats.
There is a slightly critical analysis of human from-the-vet-sweetie type of gift.
energy waste and the economic harshness of energy
The book enables everyone's cat to obtain its
consumption.
wisdom and show it to his or her friends.
HOWEVER, BEFORE the tone gets too serious, a
thought like "Many years ago, economists invented
inflation as a way to achieve job security" returns the
reader to a cat's level of mentality.
Perhaps the true purpose of the book is to be given
to cats as a birthday, Christmas, or welcome-home-

INSTEAD OF RAISING hell with the family dog or
pet fish, your cat can spend its leisure time in a quiet
and meaningful activity.
In time, the cat could even find out that humans
who are rich enough to write books about solar cats
should be out chasing birds for a living.
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Sweet is not innocent
by Dan Kan*
She's been compared to Tanya Tucker, Brenda Lee
and "Dolly Parton in motorcycle leather," but with
the release of her new album, Protect the Innocent,
17-year-old Akronlte Rachel Sweet has emerged as a
fresh and original contender in the 1980 female
rocker invasion.
Sweet has been gifted with a strong, expressive
voice that belies both her age and album title - she
may be innocent, but not here. Her 1979 debut album
Fool Around was criticized for Its eclectic mixture of
material but with Protect the Innocent It seems that
Rachel has found her niche. Her straight-ahead gutsy
rock approach easily puts her in the same class as
other newcomers, Pat BenatarandChrissie Hynde, of
the Pretenders.
The album opens with "Tonight," a punchy, solidly
commercial number co-written by Sweet. The song
immediately establishes her new sound - tight, and
to the point, with a slight new-wave flavor. Credit
must be given to her new producer Martin Rushent
for paring down the arrangements to keep Sweet's
accomplished vocals continually in the forefront.
LIKE Linda Ronstadt, Sweet relies heavily on other
people's material, but on Protect the Innocent these
songs all are carefully chosen and skillfully performed. On side one alone Sweet presents high-powered
renditions of songs previously done by such diverse
performers as Robert Palmer ("Jealous"), Elvis
Presley ("Baby, Let's Play House"), Moon Martin ("I
Got a Reason") and English punks, such as The
Damned ("New Rose").
The entire first side is first-rate rocking with one
change-of-pace ballad. The back-up musicians are

not Identified on the album jacket, but they perform
ably and energetically throughout, which is unusual
for studio players. It Is to Sweet's credit that she
gives the original versions of these songs such stiff
competition.
So she can rock with the best of them, and also
can handle slower ballads quite well. On side one,
Sweet covers Lou Reed's "New Age," an inspired but
difficult song choice, with taste and conviction that
stops just short of melodrama. When she cut s loose
at the song's end with a Joplln-esque power, the
song becomes her very own.
SIDE TWO begins with the album's least successful cut, a cover of Graham Parker's "Fool's
Gold." The song Itself and the vocal performance are
fine, but the arrangement is over-commercial and
somewhat hokey. In concert, divorced from the
studio trappings, the song works much better.
"Take Good Care of Me," which follows is arguably
the album's best song, and along with "Tonight,"
would make excellent radio fare. The song has a terrific driving beat, a neat guitar break, and a real
urgency to It.
Side two's other rockers are equally powerful. On
both "Spellbound," written by Jlmmie O'Neill of
Fingerpnrttz (Sweet's former touring band), and
"Foul Play," Sweet exercises her rock range to Its full
capacity.
The results are overwhelming.
Side two also features two other Sweet-written
songs: "Lover's Lane" and "Tonight Ricky". The
former has been unwisely chosen as the single from
Protect the Innocent. Although the song Is well
written, and it's good to see Sweet doing some
original material, "Lover's Lane" is a somewhat

predictable ballad that will probably not attain the
chart success of which many of the other songs are
acapable.
THE ALBUM closes with "Tonight Ricky," a lazy,
jazzy piece In which Rachel relaxes her forecful rock
voice and actually begins to sound like the 17-yearold she Is. Singing invitingly to boyfriend Ricky of the
night's pleasures to come, Sweet presents an easy,
innocent but knowing sexuality that is immensely
appealing.
The only problem with Rachel Sweet is: Where
does she go from here? At age 17, she has become a
star in England, done a successful American tour
(and is in the midst of a second) and recorded two
fine albums. On record and onstage, Sweet projects
a professionalism and talent rare for someone of her
age and background.
Will Rachel Sweet hold her own against the rigors
of stardom? Only time will tell. But for right now, Protect the Innocent Is a highly recommend distillation
of a major talent who is still growing.

Z-105 goes rock, live
by David Whitman.
In the beginning, automation was
the soul of WXEZ-FM in Toledo. Then,
two weeks ago, station owner Lou
Dickey decided the time had come for
a change.
Thus, the new Z-105 was born.
"We changed because the station
was losing money hand over fist," according to Gary Paul, program director.
"That and because of some smart programming moves by other area stations as far as blowing the disco
thing.
"They found out you can't program a
station In Toledo from Dallas. You just
can't do it," Paul said. "The differences in musical taste from one
area to another are just phenomenal.
"Sure you have bands that are big
everywhere. But certain groups have
appeal only in certain areas. We're going to play what Toledo wants to hear."
THIS CHANGE Isn't the first for
Z-105. They started as a beautiful
music station but couldn't dent WLOR
in that area. Then they went Top 40 and
did reasonably well. Then came
FM-104's disco destruction.
"Disco was a very short lived craze,"
explained Paul. "And one that really
backlashed. That's been the reason for
the success of a number of radio stations, Including the last one I worked
for, WAAF in Massachusetts."
One of the biggest changes at 105
has been in the music. The station that
has played beautiful music, disco and
light rock is now rock'n'roll.
"This station will be run completely
on listener Input. The vehicle for this
will be listener interviews. We'll find
out their listening habits and find out
what they want to hear."
Z-105 has a request line, or at least a
phone number. Paul says he can't play
every request, though. "We're on a format. We can't play every request. And
then there's the record situation."

BECAUSE Z-105 was taped in Texas,
it has no real record library. "There will
be some redundancy for a while due to
the record shortage," Paul explained.
"When we get rolling, we'll have more."
Another big change is that Z-105 now
has live disc jockeys. But Gary Paul
wants the new Z-105's DJs to be a little
different, a little unique.
"We want our disc Jockeys to sound
as though they're the kind of people
who are just plain folks having a good
time. It's not laid back at all. They don't
sound as if they just ate five quaaludes
and are about to fall off their chair."
THE DISC jockeys have been borrowed from WOHO-AM. "Buddy Carr is
with us now," Paul said. "Whether he'll
stay or not, I can't say."
The switch to live radio has brought
an influx of advertising dollars. "One of
our sales people just saw one of the
first cash advertising payments he's
ever seen. Local advertisers are psyched up. People relate to us more
because they're listening to a person,
not a machine."
Going live means Z-105 will have
more flexibility in programming. Paul
said they won't be doing the same
things FM-104 does, but that there are
some new ideas being kicked around.
"AGAIN, I'd like to stress we'll play
what Toledo wants to hear. When we
interview people, Ted Nugent will probably blow our doors off. But we're going to play a wide variety of music."
Paul believes that Z-105 going live
will have a big impact on Toledo radio.
"FM-104 is a good radio station.
They get Incredible ratings. But they
were the only rock and roll radio station in Toledo until about two weeks
ago. We should take a pretty good
share of their audience."
But Z-105 Is a much smaller radio
station than FM-WIOT.
"We're talking a 50,000 watt station
against a 3,000 watt station. They

Z-105 program director Gary Paul announced WXEZ-FM't change to live
broadcasting of rock: "We have a good light ahead."
cover much more ground than we do.
We're not going to beat them. We're going to take a chunk, though.
"I DON'T think people perceive
FM-104 as being involved in the Toledo
area. How many people can afford to
alienate? I think the competition
should be good," he said.
"My biggest challenge as program
director is establishing audience rapport. Our people won't be too cool for
their own good. You won't find that
here," Paul said.
"I would look for things to begin to
fall together within 60 days," Paul added. "It should take about that long to
get the bugs worked out."
PAUL also said that though Z-105 expects to show a slight improvement in

the ratings now, their big number
should be in the fall. The station won't
have its sound tied down until midsummer.
Until then, Z-105 is the new kid on
the block and has a lot of catching up
to do.
"I don't think Toledo has had a real
fun station to listen to in a long time,"
Paul concluded.
"We have a good fight ahead. We're
new. Before two weeks ago, there was
no new Z-105. There was something,
some station broadcasting on the
same frequency."
"We're looking for an audience,
period. If we end up with a 6 percent
audience share, It's six more than we
had before."
"We are starting from square one."
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(Clockwise from left) Connecting bodies In the Cooper Pool in the Swan Club's rendition o! the
Wizard of Oz are senior Margo Humphrey, top, who plays Dorothy, sohpomore Jane Anderson, the
scarecrow, senior Diana Bsnolt, the cowardly lion, sophomore Llnds Baker, the tin man and Junior
Jane Otto as Toto. Freshman Linda Kukor, who plays the wicked witch, rehearses with senior Col-

lean Oulnlar
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by Kathryn A. Coll
Total darkness, followed by the sound
of bodies slipping Into Ice-cold water.
Suddenly, music blares and spotlights
dance across the surface of the water.
Out of the darkness, a house appears In
the center of the vast, glowing pool and a
rainbow surfaces from the watery depths,
bringing the land of Oz to the University
as the Swan Club presents its 40th annual

water show.
Tonight through Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
in the Cooper Pool of the Student Recreation Center, the Swan Club will present
their rendition of The Wizard of Oz, with
many of the motion picture characters Including Dorothy, the Wicked Witch of the
West and, of course, the Wizard.
THE WATER SHOW, to last about an
hour-and-a-half, will include a duet featur-

--.

ing Dorothy, played by Margo Humphrey,
and the swimming Wizard of Oz, played
by Pat Sugre.
Dorothy, following the traditional story,
will swim down the yellow brick road accompanied by her dog Toto, portrayed by
Jane Otto, and her new friends the
Scarecrow (Jane Anderson), the Tinman
(Linda Baker) and the Cowardly Lion
(Diana Benoit).
As the story progresses, Dorothy ac-

cidently kills the Wicked Witch of the
West, played by Linda Kukor.
DOROTHY ALSO MEETS up with the
Munchkins, portrayed by the cygnets and
the Good Witch of the North, portrayed by
Sandy Hunt.
The story is narrated by the vocal
Wizard of Oz, Jerry Ruland. During the
show, Ruland will be narrating from a
gigantic balloon which sits within the

photo by Tim Weslhoven

walls of Emerald City.
The balloon is really a large "earth ball"
covered with a parachute, and Emerald
City is made out of wood painted green
with glitter. Other scenery includes a witches castle and Dorothy's house.

Ml

■

photo by Scott K«Ur

leen Oulnlan, who plays • lolly pop kid. Members of the cast form a circle to represent the tornado
that swept Dorothy's house out of Kansas. In the opening number of the show the cast use the
butterfly stroke to create the Illusion of an approaching storm. The added use of the cheln-dolphln
helps to recreate the swirling masses of the tornado.

when the Natitorioum opened. Since then,
during the spring of each year, the club
presented a water ballet for the University
and surrounding community.
Audiences during these early years saw
stars such as Eva Marie Sainte wearing a
28 pound costume, accompanied by a string orchestra.
This year's rendition of the Wizard of
Oz does not include any famous movie
stars or heavy costumes, but it does include the traditional precision routine.
Precision began in 1952 under the direction of Iris Andrews and has traditionally
included a 12-man chain dolphin.

THE SWAN CLUB show is "a student
production and has had very little professional help with the exception of Bill
Shurk (Special Materials Librarian), who
recorded the show tape, Patricia Welt, adviser for Swan Club said.
"Students are doing the scenery, script,
costuming, choreography and tickets,"
Welt explained.
Although the original Wizard of Oz was
Rehearsals for the show began winter
a musical, the Swan Club chose to use
other music than that which was used in quarter with the swimmers practicing four
hours a week. Since the beginning of sprthe movie.
ing quarter, the swans have practiced for
"WE ARE NOT USING the original 10 hours a week. During production week
music, instead we are using music that they will spend about 20 hours preparing
we feel characterized the main highlights for the program.
Spotlights will highlight the program to
of the show," Humphrey said.
"There are a couple of songs from the catch the glimmer of the swimmers and
movie-but otherwise the...songs were the scenery and one will feature a strobe
selected by us that were good interpreta- light to give the Illusion of a tornado.
Another highlight of the show will be a
tions of the story."
Throughout the history of Swan Club, a routine with some of the members of the
theme has been chosen for each show. men's swim team who will leap from the
Last year the club presented Alice in diving platforms and will present also
Wonderland, a story book theme like the their version of sychronized swimming.
At the end of the show Dorothy has
Wizard of Oz. The audience responds bettar to the storybook theme rather than a returned to her Aunty Em and Uncle Henry
in Kansas, and the munchiklns are free
variety show, Humphrey said.
from the rule of the Wicked Witch of the
West. Needless to say, It has a happy enSWAN CLUB BEGAN 40 years ago ding.
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Archives show values
by Kim Van Wert
"The women's restroom is nol to be used lor study
or social gatherings" and "Attendance at public
dances is not permitted."
They may sound silly today, but in 1926 these were
among many rules set down lor women by the University, as cited in the August 1926 Women's League
Soil-Government Association pamphlet.
Values, such as these, also are defined in individual records, diaries and photographs of women,
according to Susan Arpad, director of the University
women's study program.
"These records must be examined to fully understand the development of north western Ohio," she
said.
THIS REGIONAL division, along with the Great
Lakes area and specifically the University, makes up
the archival collection located on the fifth floor of the
University Library.
"Mainline history has traditionally looked at men,
discounting women," Arpad noted, adding, "Women
have pride in themselves. They have an identity and
are not part of generic man."
SHE NOTED, for example, that at the University, intramural sports existed for women before being offered to men.
"Women in Northwestern Ohio" is an archival collection, developed by Arpad and Ann Bowers, a
University archivist.
"Susan came to the center about a year ago with
some oral interview tapes she had made with women.
We met and decided to organize a collection and
search for more material," Bowers explained.
"PROBLEMS WOMEN FACE in their ordinary lives,
as well as in their business careers, are reflected in
the material we have gathered," she added.
We have found answers to questions such as how
women actually behave and feel in different situations," Arpad continued. "The media has stereotyped
the woman's role in society-especially in earlier
decades, but many myths are dispelled from firsthand accounts, such as diaries that we have found."

For example, in the 19th century a women's view
on housekeeping, childbirth and sex was never expressed in print," Arpad noted.
IT IS OFTEN assumed in movies and television programs that women loved doing housework, Bowers
noted, remarking, "The diaries we have collected
seem to indicate otherwise."
The diary, even today, is an outlet for supressed
feelings, Bowers said.
Records of women management or ownership, and
women-oriented social and professional organizations are valuable sources of information, Arpad
noted.
COMMENTING ON THE difficulty of finding information, she said, "Women's records are hidden,
often contained in other classifications of material."
"When a person looks up something about a man,
he is bound to find some information about a woman
with it."
Arpad also said, "There is no question that
feminism is a legitimate area of study. It Is just that
no one ever gave much thought to establishing a
separate women's collection.
MATERIAL IS OBTAINED from other sources, Arpad noted, citing local historians, geneologists and
files of women who have held government positions
as examples.
"It is hard to follow up leads," she said, "because
there is so much out there and only two of us to collect it."
Classified ads taken out in other regions also have
been a source of information for the Archives.
"People in other parts of the country have interests in northwest Ohio and respond to our requests for information," Arpad said.
"PEOPLE LIVING HERE generation after genera
tion form strong ties and are good resources to
follow up," Bowers added.
"We often need help in identifying a woman's past,
and in sorting out various traditions," Arpad said, adding, "I find an excitement in working with original
sources."

Follow through...
with your help
to prevent
Birth
Defects^
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photo by Dale Omori
Archivist Ann Bowers sorts through archival
materials.
Arpad and Bowers have applied for a National Endowment for Humanities Grant, which would go Into
effect in fall 1981 and provide funds for a full-time
person to collect information on women for the archival collection.
"THE COLLECTION WILL never be complete, but
an extra person would aid us considerably in obtaining more information," Bowers said, adding, "We
have a commitment to do our best in collecting
records-even if we don't get the grant."
"Utilizing the collections in the classroom can
serve to stimulate student interest, relating local
history to assignments," Bowers said.
"The information has great possibilities for
creative writing," she said, noting television plots
could develop from the material about women.
The archives began 12 years ago with the appointment of Richard Wright as director. The first year and
a half was organizational. Wright noted, adding,
"With University help, it has room to develop even
further."
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CBS back on top

MS dance by Kohl
By Pete Buscani
Twenty-live hours will be danced
away this weekend when the fifth annual University Super Dance for
Muscular Dystrophy kicks off in the
Student Services Building Forum.
According to Edward Nichols, advisor of the project, dancers involved
with Super Dance will raise money In
the form of pledges promised by Individuals and local businesses to
benefit the MS Association.
Prizes, including an in-dash car
stereo, a black-and-white television
and an AM-FM radio will be awarded to
the dancers who bring in the most
money.
THE DANCER WHO turns in the
highest percentage of his pledges the
soonest wins a wristwatch and albums
will be awarded at various times during
the dance.
Super dance is being sponsored by
Kohl Hall and is presented by student
committees, with advice from the
Toledo MDA, Nichols said.
Robert Spangler, general chairman
of the project, served to appoint committee heads and make sure plans
were being made on time.
HE AND Nichols met with other campus organizations to coordinate events
such as Little Sibs weekend and
Residence Hall Week, which occurs at
the same time as the dance.
Dancer recruitment chariman Lisa
Landis said that her committee first
put out posters with Interest cards attached to them.
Prospective dancers filled out the
cards, sent them In and were contacted later for further Information.
Then meetings were scheduled for different residence halls as well as a
general information meeting at Kohl.
"OUR BEST advertisement has been
through word of mouth, though. I think
that more people have heard about it
this year," Landis said.
Programming co-chairmen Mike
Smith and Erik Strom were responsible
for bringing In entertainment such as
the Amazement Park Review from
Cedar Point, the University's Jazz Lab
band and a belly dancer. They also
scheduled the ankle balloon popping,

frisbee flinging and pyramid building
events.
Smith said that about three weeks of
planning and groundwork went Into the
actual programming, but the job will
continue on Into the dance because he
also is in charge of awarding albums,
distributing dancers' cannisters and
making sure the dance stays on
schedule.
DAVE ZEH'S job just begins when
the dance starts. He and his volunteer
security staff are responsible for keeping the Student Services Building and
grounds free from interruptions during
the dance. Zeh also will keep track of
pledges and any other contributions as
they come in and put them up on a
total board.
While everyone was delegated a
special job in the planning and presentation of the dance, Smith commented
that everyone really helped each other
whenever help was needed.

"Basically, I'm very pleased with
how this year's dance Is going, it has
been very well planned and organized,"
Nichols said.
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by Kethy Fell
Static and fuzz have traditionally
been a clothing problem solved by
fabric softeners. But starting tonight,
and airing every alternate Thursday,
these two words will be associated
with a new comedy program on WBGU
FM.
According to Mike Walker, one of the
comedians, Static and Fuzz was conceived last quarter.
"A friend of mine had been thinking
about starting a comedy show last
quarter, but he transfered and gave me
all of his material," he said.
"AFTER THE Resistors played at
Charlie's Blind Pig last quarter, we
followed them to a party and met Dave
Phillips, student manager of WBGU,
who gave us the final go-ahead," Jan
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zard" special on CBS In a battle lor
the No. 7 spot lor the week.
CBS won the week with a rating of
20.7 to 19.4 for ABC and 13.2 for
NBC. The networks say that means
In an average prime-time minute
during the week, 20.7 percent of the
nation's TV-equipped homes were
tuned to CBS.
One Industry source estimated
ABC may have poured an extra $15
million into the last several weeks of
the season, producing extra
episodes of series like "The Love
Boat" and "Eight is Enough," as
well as a full night of championship
boxing March 31.
THE SAME SOURCE put CBS' tab
for special programming at the end
at about $5.5 million.
As close as it was, CBS was the
clear winner by one Important standard. Runnerup to ABC the three
previous seasons, CBS listed eight
of the year's 10 highest-rated
shows, including "60 Minutes" in
first-place and "M-A-S-H" fourth.
ABC's "Three's Company" was
No.2 for the season, but the list from
then on was notably lacking in any
of the sitcom hits that thrust the
network Into leadership during the
1976-77 season.

Comedy tilts to the left

THERE IS MORE than 40 dancers
registered and ther will be on-site
registration for both dancers and
pledges at the dance.
The music library of WKIQ has been
made available for the dance, and
sound will be provided by Alex Hann.
In Its history, Super Dance has raised aobut $8,000 for MDA, Nichols said,
and expects 3,000-4,000 persons to
come through the Forum to watch
the dancers try to bring that total up to
$10,000.
Freddie Falcon will officially open
the dance, and Duke Edwards will be
master of ceremonies until the dance
ends at 7 p.m. Saturday.
"We need people to come out and
look at us," Spangler said, "We'll have
helium balloons, bands and fun. It'll be
something nice for the little sibs to
see."'
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CBS AND ABC entered the last
week of the season in a dead heat,
and both networks threw some
block buster programming into the
final seven-day period. ABC's broadcast of the Academy Awards show
was the week's highest-rated program, but CBS scored with a twopart mlniseries, Guyana Tragedy:
The Story of Jim Jones.
The tlnal conlrontation was Sunday night, and The Sling on ABC,
starring Redlord and Paul Newman,
nudged a two-hour "Dukes ol Haz-

"Basically, I'm very
pleased with how this
year's dance is going"

»*********************l
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NEW YORK (AP) - It was anybody's
race for 32 weeks, and Jim Jones
and Johnny Carson, "The Dukes of
Hazzard" and Robert Redford all
figured in the finish. And when it
was over, CBS had ended ABC's
three-year reign as the dominant
network in prime-time television.
It was the closest race In a
decade,, perhaps in the history ol
television. And CBS' victory, claimed Tuesday, was by the narrowest
possible margin ■ one-tenth of a
point - and even then subject to contention by ABC.
A margin ol a lull point on the
1979-80 season might have meant a
dillerence of $60 million In advertising revenue for the winner.
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Batyk, another member of the troupe
noted.
Static and Fuzz's routines are
geared toward a young, college-aged
audience, Walker said. "Our material is
very leftist, bordering on radical."
Static and Fuzz is a "pretty
democratic group," according to Stan
Friedman, comedian in the group.
"Everyone writes and everyone acts,"
Kennedy said.
Members of the group work well
together because they don't let the actions of the other group members
bother them seriously he said.
Static and Fuzz has big dreams for
the future, according to Batyk. "We're
seriously considering making a
record." Alter college, she leels she
would like to keep the act.
Other members of Static and Fuzz include Bill Williams and Karen Bomboy.
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Williams leads Pops
THE OPENING NIGHT concert of the Boston Pops,
with John Williams making his national television
debut as conductor ot the orchestra, wilPbe broadcast in an "Evening At Pops: Live on Opening Night,"
Tuesday at 8 p.m. on WBGU-TV, Channel 57.
Internationally famed violinist Isaac Stern will join
the Pops as special guest artist, along with actor
Burgess Meredith. C-3PO, the personable golden android from the film Star Wars, will make a guest appearance.
Slern will play several selections by Fritz Kreisler,
as well as the cadenza from Fiddler on the Root.
Meredith will read a piece for narrator and orchestra
based on the William Faulkner novel "The Reivers."
Williams will conduct the Boston Pops Orchestra
as they present the "Cowboys" overture by Williams,
Si fire" by William Walton, and a medley of songs
bv the famed Broadway composer Stephen Sonin. im.
in a special feature, the Orchestra will play two
selections composed by Williams for his film score
ol The Empire Strikes Back, the sequel to Sfar Wars.
C-3PO will appear on stage for this performance.

Follies disappointing
LOS ANGELES (AP) - You get the feeling while
watching "Six O'Clock Follies" that this new Vietnam comedy wanted very dearly to be "M-A-S-H"
An admirable aspiration spectacularly unachieved.
"WKRP in Saigon" is more like It.
With "M-A-S-H," you never get the feeling, no matter how hard you happen to be laughing at the moment, that you're just watching a bunch of comics
dressed up as doctors.
The humor Is lined in black, handed out through
bloody sleeves. "M-A-S-H" deftly plays off of Its dark
realities to create a reason for its humor - a point
often made by one of Its semi-regular characters,
psychiatrist Sidney Friedman.
NBC's "Follies," unfortunately, slips Into an easy
sitcom mode that chugs happily alongside the Vietnam experience without confronting It. The war is a
setting rather than a source, and that Is a disappointment.

Show stars Klein
NEW YORK (AP) • Robert Klein was asked over
lunch with NBC president Fred Silverman, whether
he'd like to do a couple of comedy specials for the
network, and maybe a series down the line.
"I'd been offered over the years about eight sitcoms, maybe more," Klein recalls, now several months later, "and the idea never did interest me."
"I'd done a show called"Kleln Time"for CBS that
didn't make it, and had this summer series, "Comedy
Tonight,"that was never picked up.
"BUT IN THIS one, I thought the stakes were really
pretty high. It was an excellent, straightforward
business lunch," Klein remembers.
'Silverman told me he was a fan of "Comedy
Tonight," and thai he thought it actually fortunate
thai the show didn't go. that it was ahead of its
time." Klein recalled.
I don't know how that was fortunate," Klein says,
but in the end, he agreed to put together the two
specials for NBC.
"The Robert Klein Show," the first of the two, was
taped before a live audience in mid-January, and so
tar has not been scheduled for broadcast, a May date
is likely.
KLEIN, AT 38, concedes he's not as well-known as,
say, Steve Martin or Richard Pryor, but has a large
following, and says, "I think the feeling now is
there's room on television for someone like me."
His television debut came Jan. 19, 1968 with a
comic routine on NBC's "Tonight" show, and he has
returned to Johnny Carson's late-night program
several times since.
Producing "The Robert Klein Show" for NBC was
exciting in several respects, Klein says, an attitude
intensified by the group of writers assembled for the
project including David Axelrod, Tony Geiss, Jeff
Greenfield, Sean Kelly and John Weidman.
"THE SHOW HAS so many different things In it
without pandering to anyone - from the slightly more
sophisticated to out-and-out wildness.
"I assured Fred Silverman from the start I wasn't
going to turn in some obscure comedic piece that
would be to orecious for words. And though we
would be on late at night, there would be nothing in it
that I would be ashamed to have children see."
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